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Abstract

The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model is a simple mathematical model that treats 

a plasma as a perfectly conducting fluid acted upon by magnetic and pressure-driven 

forces. Many instablities in plasmas can be predicted using this model. In this Thesis, 

aspects of the linear stability of solar and laboratory plasmas are studied using the MHD 

model. Firstly, we investigate the thermal instability of coronal plasmas with line-tied 

magnetic fields and with anisotropical heat conduction, using an analytical analysis which 

concentrates on isobaric perturbations, and a time-dependent numerical code. We find

that including perpendicular thermal conduction means that condensations are restricted 

to a narrow layer around the region where the local isobaric growth rate is largest and

that, while the growth rate of the thermal mode is largely unaffected by perpendicular 

thermal conduction, this may be an important factor in determining the lengthscale for 

the width of condensations. Secondly, the effect of a finitely conducting wall on the 

linear stability of Spheromak and Reversed Field Pinch equilibria is investigated. We find 

growth rates for the modes that are present because of the finite resistivity of the wall, 

which grow proportionally to the “long” time constant of the wall. Finally, we apply 

a tractable method, derived by De Bruyne (1990), for investigating the stability of 2-D 

line-tied magnetic fields, to cylindrically symmetric spheromak equilibria. The method 

involves the solution of two sets of ordinary differential equations, integrated along the 

field lines, which give necessary and sufficient conditions for stability. The role of plasma 

pressure and of the width of the entrance region are investigated.
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Chapter 1

Stability theory using the MHD

model

Any theory advanced by theorists must, at some point, be related to observations of the

physical world. Theorists working in the field of plasma physics have two main sources 

of experimental data: laboratory devices used in the search for nuclear fusion and the 

Sun. Although the magnetic configurations, parameters and boundary conditions vary 

widely between solar and terrestrial plasmas, any realistic model of plasma behaviour

would explain observed features in each.

One model of plasma behaviour is the magnetohydrodynamic (or MHD) model. This 

simple model treats the plasma as a perfectly conducting fluid acted upon by magnetic and 

pressure-driven forces. It serves as a useful tool for predicting equilibria and large-scale 

instabilities in a large variety of magnetic topologies. Most work published by theorists 

investigating phenomena observed on, or in the Sun, has made use of the MHD model.

Also, many macroscopic instabilities in fusion devices are predicted by the MHD model
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I

(Bateman, 1978).

Questions of stability and instability are important for many phenomena both in the

solar corona and in laboratory plasma containment devices. Stability theory has two

main roles: to account for the stability of observed structures with long lifetimes and to 

discriminate against theoretical models that cannot be reconciled with observations. This

in turn provides quantitative bounds on physical parameters that cannot be accurately

measured.

Reviews of MHD stability in laboratory plasmas can be found in Wesson (1978) and 

Freidberg (1982). For coronal configurations reviews have been written by Van Hoven 

(1981), Birn and Schindler (1981) and Hood (1990, 1991). This Chapter introduces the 

MHD approximation and examines how we can use this model to investigate stability.

1.1 The MHD approximation

The MHD model is one of the simplest models used to describe the interaction between a

highly conducting fluid and a magnetic field. In the MHD approximation, the behaviour 

of a continuous plasma is described by a simplified form of Maxwell’s equations together 

with Ohm’s law, the equations of mass continuity, equations of motion and energy, and

an equation of state, for which we take the perfect gas law.
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1.1.1 The MHD equations

The continuity equation expresses conservation oS mass. The momentum equation is taken

with viscosity assumed to be negligible. The convective derivative

D d
A 4 *

represents the rate oS change with time Sollowing the plasma in its motion. The continuity

equation is

Pp _ 
D? = (1.1)

and the momentum equation is

Pv
= -Vp+ xB + Sg.

Ut Jq
(1.2)

The energy equation may be written as

P7 D (_p \ _
(1.3)

7 — 1 Di \p\

where the energy loss Sunction L is the net effect oS all the sinks and sources oS energy. The 

induction equation arises Srom combining Ohm’s law with Faraday's law and is written:

dB
dt

V X (v X B) + )V2B (1.4)

and the perSect gas law is:

(1.5)

We have eliminated the electric current density using Ampere’s law:

J = -V x B
Ho

The state oS “he system at any point in space and time is given by the variables v,

B, p and p where v is the macroscopic Sluid velocity, B is the magnetic field, p is the
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thermal pressure and p is the mass density. The constant 7 represents the ratio of specific

heats. For an ideal gas with three degrees of freedom, 72 and p are the ideal gas constant 

— 8 .25 X 103ra2s 2deg x) and mean molecular weight respectively, (ju is 0.5 for a pure 

hydrogen gas and 0.6 in the solar corona), p = nmu where n is the number density and 

run is the proton mass. p0 is the magnetic permeability (p0 = 4% x 10~7henry m"1), g 

the gravitational acceleration (for solar applications we write g = g{r)r, where the unit 

vector r acts radially outwards from the centre of the sun and the local gravitational 

acceleration may be written g{r) ~ in terms of the mass of the Sun inside a radius

r and the gravitational constant G = 6.62 x 10-11 Nm2kg~2), g the magnetic dilfusivity

{g = 109r_2 m2.?-1 with the temperature T, measured in Kelvin) and a the electrical 

conductivity (g — l/poa).

The MHD equations describe how the variables advance in time. The motion of the

plasma alters the magnetic field through Faraday’s la,w and Ohm’s law while the magnetic 

field acts on the motion of the plasma through the equation of motion. The plasma alters

the pressure and mass density through the energy equation. The electric field and the

current density are treated as auxiliary properties. A derivation of these equations and a 

discussion of the underlying assumptions can be found in Goedbloed (1983).

1.1.2 The energy equation

The term on the right hand side of equation (1.3) is known as the energy loss function. It 

is often ignored and the plasma assumed to be adiabatic. For the purposes of this Thesis, 

this term is only used in applications relating to the solar corona, thus the following

discusses the term L under coronal conditions.
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Temperature (K) X CK

8 X 10® < T < 107 5.51 X 10-30 -1.0

3 X 10® < T < 8 X 10® 3.94 x 10-21 -2.5

8 x 107 < T < 3 x 105 8.00 X 10-35 0.0

1.5 x lO7 < T < 8 X 107 1.20 X 10-43 1.8

T < 1.5 x 10* 3.92 x 10-67 7.4

Table 1.1: The constants % and a from Hildner (1974)

Here we consider the various terms combined in the energy loss function (L), which, in 

general, may be written as the rate of energy loss minus the rate of energy gain, namely

L = V.q + C-(--H (1.6)
a

where q is the heat flux due to thermal conduction; C is the net radiation; p2la is the 

ohmic dissipation and H is the unknown coronal heating function that may depend on T, 

p and B. For coronal plasmas the radiative loss function has been estimated by several 

authors (see, for example, Hildner, 1974, and Table (1.1)). Normally £ is approximated 

by a piecewise continuous function of the form n2Q(T), which represents the losses due 

to optically thin radiation and Q{T) is normally approximated by

Q(T) = XT« (1.7)

where % and o are piecewise continuous constants. The shape of Q{T) is important. This 

will be discussed in Chapter 2, together with the form of H that we choose.

The anisotropic thermal conduction term V.q can be expressed in terms of conduction 

parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. A strong magnetic field makes thermal
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heat conduction highly anisotropical. Conduction along a magnetic Sield line is unham

pered, but conduction across the Sield is strongly impeded due to “he spiraling oS the ions 

around the magnetic Sield lines. We can write the heat conduction, using “he conduction 

hoeSS.cients K|| and £, as

—V • q = B • V ( «| B-VT
B2

B x (VT x B) 
B2 (1.8)v V • I £

The conduction coeShcients can be obtained Srom classical theory (Spitzer, 1962). Parallel 

conduction is mainly due to electrons, while ions contribute most to perpendicular con

duction, which is strongly hampered by a strong magnetic Sield as the ions spiral around 

the magnetic Sield lines. For a Sully ionized plasma, Spitzer (1962) gives

/C = lQ-HTTWm-'K-i

and in the corona, typically

— % 10-“. 
/c!|

1.1.3 Time-scales

From the MHD equations we can define time-scales over which various physical processes

occur. Table (1.2) gives “ime-scale values Sor typical conditions inside “he corona and a 

prominence.

In the corona, we take B = lOOG, p = 8.36 x 10~13Z% m“3, T = 2 x 10®/T and we 

choose a length-scale based on the typical length oS a magnetic Sield line, I = 5 X lOim. 

In a prominence we “ake B = lOG, p = 1.67 x lQ~10kg m~\ T = 2 x lO43S and we choose 

a length-scale based on the typical width oS a prominence, / = 6 x 106m. 71 is the gas

constant.
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Time-scale Symbol Definition Coronal value Prominence

Alfven ta 5 100

Sound rs l/(UT)r 200 300

Radiation 'rad 1/(7 - i)px^a-i 3000 1

Conduction Tll pP/K||r(7 - 1) 600 102

Table 1.2: Typical time-scales, in seconds (for isothermal sound speed, and conduction 

parallel to the magnetic field)

The Alfven time-scale measures how fast magnetic perturbations travel along the field 

lines (Alfven waves) while the sound time-scale indicates how fast pressure disturbances 

propagate as sound waves. The conductive and radiative time-scales quantify the rate of 

conductive heat transport along the field lines and the rate at which energy is radiated 

away by the plasma. There is also a perpendicular conduction time-scale which is defined 

as t± — pP I _±T(y — 1) and j % T|| x 1012 in the corona.

1.1.4 Reduced forms of the equations

Simplified forms of the MHD equations are often considered. The most common form of 

simplified equations are the “ideal” MHD equations where the terms on the right hand 

side of equation (1.3) are neglected (i.e. L — 0) along with the resistive (or magnetic 

diffusion) terms in (1.4).

Neglect of the resistive term in the induction equation can be justified if we consider
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the dimensionless parameter (known as the Lundquist number)

S _ IqVa 
V

in terms of a typical Alfven velocity va and length-scale l0. The Lundquist number gives 

a comparison of the magnitude of the convection term in equation (1.4) and that of the 

diffusive term. This is a measure of the strength of coupling between the flow and the 

magnetic field. In the solar atmosphere S >1 generally. When S 1 the induction 

equation becomes approximately

= V x (v x B) (1.9)

and the frozen-flux theorem of Alfven holds: “in a perfectly conducting plasma, magnetic 

field lines behave as if they move with the plasma”. In this Thesis we assume that the 

induction equation has the simplified form. This in turn implies that there will be no 

heating due to ohmic dissipation.

Gravity is also often neglected since typical plasma length-scales are much shorter than 

the gravitational scale-height. However, gravity cannot be ignored in solar prominences 

for which gravity forces are balanced by the Lorentz force. Nevertheless, when studying 

the formation of prominences we study an instability in the surrounding corona and here 

gravity can be ignored. Gravity is not, therefore, considered in the work in this Thesis.

When the energetics of a process are not the prime consideration, the energy equation 

is often approximated by taking L = 0. We call the terms that contribute to the energy

loss function L the “non-adiabatic” terms.

When the plasma is “thermally isolated” from its surroundings, in the sense that there 

is no exchange of heat {L =0), the change of state is said to be adiabatic. Equation (1.3)
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shows that, Sollowing the motion, p/p7 = constant, Sor each plasma element (sometimes 

“thermally isolated” reSers instead to a state oS vanishing heat flux across the boundaries). 

L is negligible when the time-scale Sor changes in and T is much shorter “han the time

scales Sor radiation, conduction and heating. This is oSten true Sor rapid changes associated 

with wave motions or instabilities. In general, the conductive and radiative time-scales 

are much longer than the AlSven time-scale (i.e. uonadiaba“ic effects are small).

Force free fields

The inertial terms in the momentum equation (the leSt hand side oS equation (1.2)) may 

be neglected when the Slow speed is much smaller than the sound speed, the AlSven speed 

and the gravitational Sree-Sall speed. The Sorce oS gravity may be neglected and only 

pressure gradients considered when the height oS the structure being investigated is much 

less than the scale-height. IS, in addition, the plasma has a low beta, where

/3 = 2^opo
BI (1.10)

is the plasma pressure (po) divided by the magnetic pressure, then the Sorce-balance

equation reduces to

j x B = 0 (1.11)

1.1.5 The linearized equations

Most oS the literature concerned with MHD deals with the linearized system oS equations. 

The linearized equations allow us to investigate the stability oS a system subject to small-

scale perturbations.
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Investigations into the dynamics of a plasma conducted using the non-linear equations

is limited by our mathematical knowledge of non-linear differential equations. If the 

system is linearized, many more techniques become available and often in a better grasp of 

the problem is achieved. However, we wish to be satisfied that linearization is appropriate. 

If our study is of an equilibrium state that lasts for a period much longer than typical

time-scales occurring in the dynamics of the plasma then the approximation of a static

equilibrium is quite appropriate. For such systems, three types of problems can be studied.

Firstly, we need to find an equilibrium state, for the non-linear equations are appropriate,

but the special properties of the equations of static equilibrium can be made use of.

Secondly, the problem of stability with respect to small oscillations about the equilibrium 

state can be studied and thirdly the different waves of the system can be studied.

It is worthwhile defining precisely what we mean by the terms equilibrium and sta

bility. Bateman (1978) stated that: “MHD equilibrium is the complete balance of forces 

at every point in space.” To define instability, we say that an equilibrium is unstable if 

any small perturbations of the equilibrium grow in time. Because the theory deals with 

small perturbations, it is possible to expand the governing equations to obtain equations 

which are linear in the perturbed variables. (Terms involving products of the small per

turbed variables are ignored.) The resulting jDoblem can then be solved using the various 

techniques applicable to linear equations.

Once an instability has grown sufficiently large, nonlinear tems will become important. 

However, solutions of the full equations are very difficult to obtain and mostly involve 

numerical methods. To proceed, the equations of MHD are linearized by considering an 

arbitrarily small, Eulerian perturbation from a stationary equilibrium. All variables are

14



expressed as the sum of their equilibrium value and a small perturbation. For example

B = Bo(r) + Bi(r,0)

where Bo is the equilibrium value of the magnetic field, and Bi is the change in the

magnetic field. For a stationary equilibrium Vo =0 and v = Vi.

This yields the system of linearized equations

7 — 1 \ di

Pq

dpi
di
dv
di

= -V • (ov), (1.12)

+ v ■ Vp0

dBi
di
PiS

~ - VPl + ~ (V x Bo) xBi + 1 (V x Bi) xBo, (1.13) 
f.1 p

7 Po (^Pi , „ V7 , x> [ (Bo • V7i)
= 7—:po\^+v,v0+ 0 Vbo 

, „ ( Bo x (VTi x Bo)\ dC 9Cm „
+ VTK±—bi—(1-14)

= V x (v x bo , (1.15)

= S+l (l-l6)po J-0

where the terms dC/dpo and dC/dTo denote differentiation with respect to po and To 

respectively (with To and po held constant) at the equilibrium state. We take conduction 

coefficients as constants, which is valid for an isothermal equilibrium. For a non-isothermal 

equilibrium and «|| are functions of B, T and p. For the equilibrium, the energy loss 

function is zero (L = 0). This effectively defines the heat loss H as a function of position 

(£ = H). Perturbations to H are neglected. We have derived the linearized equations 

without gravity or resistive terms for reasons which have been outlined above.

1.1.6 The non-dimensionalized equations

Sometimes it is useful to rewrite the linearized equations in terms of non-dimensionalized 

variables. In order to do this, we normalize the variables against typical values of the
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variables in the plasma we are investigating.

We normalize the magnetic field components against a typical value Bq

Bo — RoBo Bi = BqBi

where the non-dimensionalized components of the magnetic held are denoted by Bo and

Bn

Similarly, the thermodynamic, variables can be non-dimensionalized

Po = PoPo Pi = PoPl

on on on on   on onTo — rofo -*1 — To-Ll

Po — PoPo pi = PoP'l

The perturbed velocity is normalized against a typical plasma length-scale, given ass I, 

and a typical time-scale, which we shall choose to be Trad (any time-scale may be used).

/ .
v =-----V

Trad

Now the time derivatives and spatial derivatives must be normalized against the same 

typical length-scale and time-scale

1,

d

V = 7v
1 d

dt Trad dt

The linearized, non-dimensionalized equations can now be written:

i. . ,. .
daT = ^■pov')-

f + (Vx Bo) xBi + (v x Bi) x Bo,

dpi , v V7- Po fdpi . Tra(i6 ( (b0 • VT,)

dt Po \ dt J T| \ Bl

(1.17)

(1.18)
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Trad^ /Bp X (VJi X Bp)\

n. V BI J
dBt
di
Pi
fo

= V x (v x Bo) ,

_ A , n
fo + 0

(1-19)

(1.20)

(1-21)

+

a r*% o

where Cp = 2p(^^T0~2 and Ct = (a — 2)pITQ~

The parameter j3 has already been introduced, as have the time-scales Trad, tj. and rj|.

The parameter e is defined, as

e _ — 
''rad

(1.22)

and is a measure of the amount of coupling of the radiative mode to the MHD wave

modes.

1.2 Methods for determining stability

When determining the stability of a system, two main methods of approach are used 

to solve the linearized equations. These are the normal mode method and the energy

method.

1.2.1 Normal modes

To look for normal modes we decompose the time-dependent variables into a spectrum of 

Fourier components which have the form (taking the magnetic field as an example):

Bi(r,0 = B(r)e"' (1.23)

This reduces the set of linearized equations to an eigenvalue problem for the eigenvalue

(J. The boundary conditions determine which values of a are allowed. If all the normal
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modes have real frequencies (cr2 >0), the system is stable if £ < 0 and unstable if c > 0. If 

the growth rates are imaginary (o-2 < 0) then the equilibrium oscillates, and wave modes 

exist. For complex c the equilibrium is said to be “overstable” if the real part is greater

then zero.

1.2.2 The energy method

The second method, which is applied to ideal MHD problems, is the energy method. 

Developed by Bernstein et al. (1958), Hain, Lust and Schlriter (1957), and Lundquist 

(1951), it has been applied extensively since. It states that an equilibrium is linearly stable 

if, and only if, there exists no continuous small perturbation that decreases the potential 

energy of the system from its equilibrium value. (We are using the ideal equations without 

gravity, which can be taken account of in the energy principle formulation, and the non

adiabatic terms which cannot.)

2-form of the equations

The energy method uses the useful transformation of writing the linearized ideal equations

in terms of the displacement vector

= f v(x,£)d£ (1.24)
Jo

If we were using a Lagrangian coordinate system moving with the fluid, Q would represent 

the displacement of a fluid element from its initial position. In an Eulerian system, on 

the other hand, the evolution of 2 characterizes the flow of a succession of different fluid 

elements past a fixed point. However, in both systems, the vector field Q is well-defined and 

the distinction in interpretation is not relevant as long as the perturbation is arbitrarily
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small.

The linearized equations for the perturbed magnetic field and pressure can be inte

grated once, and using the following boundary conditions:

£(x,0)—0 0)50

Bi(x,0) — 0 pi(x,0) — 0

they become

Bi = V x (e X Bo) (1.25)

and

Pi(x, t) = -^.Vpo - 7PoV.£ (1.26)

Now we can combine the linearized equations into a single second-order partial dfffer- 

ential equation for the displacement vector

d2£p09^ — F(e) (1-27)

where F (() is known as the linearized force function and is written:

F ({) = V«.Vjo0 + 7PoV.f) + i(VxB0)x[Vx(f xB0)]
P

+ i —x [V x X - Bo)]) x B0 (1.28)
P

The equation (1.27) is usually the starting point for linear stability analysis.

The energy principle

The system may be isolated form the rest of the world by using the boundary condition

a — 0 (1.29)
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along an equilibrium magnetic surface at the edge of the plasma or by allowing for a

vacuum region bounded by a perfectly conducting wall.

Now we can derive the energy principle using equation (1.27) and the boundary con

dition (1.29). First, we multiply the equation of motion (1.27) by the time derivative

of the displacement vector £ and integrate over the volume of the plasma subject to the

boundary condition (1.29)

Jpoi-Uv = (1.30)

which becomes

di/2Po^dV _ (1-31)

A system is said to be self-.adjoint if we can integrate by parts to demonsitrate the identity 

f,--F(OdV = (1.32)

for ann choice oo £ and g, subject to the boundary condition. This integraoio n yy pasts 

has been carried out by Kadomtsev (196) ) among others. Vimt ih is property of self- 

adjointness, it follows that the total energy is constant in time.

dt J Pa£?dV -5 J 4. F(()</yj = 0 (1.33)

where the potential energy is denoted by

SW = -jli.FOd^V (1.34)

The principle behind the energy method of stability analysis is straightforward. The total 

eobrgy of the system is coneSane so ti any dispSacemene decreases the s^oteletial energy then 

there will be a cprresppodion rise in the kinetic energy, thereby indicating that the system
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is unstable. Any test function will do provided that it satisfies the boundary condition 

and is integrable. If all perturbations lead to an increase in the potential energy {SW 

positive), then the system is linearly stable to exponentially growing modes. A rigorous 

proof of this is given by Laval, Mercier and Pellat (1965).

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

In this Thesis, we use the MHD model to research three separate topics. Firstly, we 

examine the so-called “thermal instability” - which arises due to the inverse dependence 

of the (optically thin) radiative energy loss on temperature, and is generally accepted to 

be important for the formation of prominences - in an equilibrium that includes magnetic 

field lines of finite length and anisotropical heat conduction. These are important factors

in coronal magnetic fields and should be taken into account in any realistic model of 

prominence formation. In Chapter 2 we study the thermal instability in a one-dimensional 

Cartesian equilibrium with line-tied magnetic fields and with anisotropic heat conduction, 

using a particular class of disturbances known as “ballooning modes” (Connor, Hastie 

and Taylor, 1979). In Chapter 3 we study the same problem for a shearless field, both 

analytically, concentrating on the isobaric mode, and numerically, using a time-dependent 

code to advance the linearized MHD equations explicitly in time.

Secondly, we apply a simple technique (see Gimblett, 1986) to study the effect of 

surrounding models of Reversed Field Pinch and Spheromak equilibria with a wall of

finite conductivity. In Chapter 4 we outline the method and present the results of the

analysis.

Thirdly, we apply the two tests for stability derived by De Bruyne (1990) (giving
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separate necessary and sufficient conditions for stability) to two-dimensional, analytic,

Spheromak equilibria in cylindrical geometry. In Chapter 5 the method and the equilibria

are described and the results discussed.

Finally, Chapter 6 presents some conclusions and suggestions for possible future work.
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Chapter 2

The thermal instability with

anisotropic heat conduction in

line-tied magnetic fields

Amongst the most unusual phenomena observed on the Sun are prominences. Lumps of 

cool, dense material, these sit in the extremely hot and diffuse solar corona supported 

against gravity by magnetic forces. While the support and structure of prominences are 

both fascinating subjects, this Chapter addresses the problem of their initial formation. 

It has long been considered probable that one of the mechanisms for the formation of 

prominences in the solar corona is a thermal instability arising from the form of the 

radiative loss function. In this Chapter we investigate the thermal instability and include 

the effects of line-tied magnetic fields and of thermal conduction transverse to the magnetic

field lines.

In the first section of this Chapter, the physical nature of prominences and the role of
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cpoeensations caused by the thermal instability in their formation are discussed. We then

go on to examine the basic physical mechanism underlying the thermal instability and 

its mathematical formulation, and to review previous work on the subject. This body of 

litbacturb generally lacks one fundamental ingeedient for the construction of a physically

reasonable model of the magnetic structures in the solar corona, namely the fact that most 

magnetic field lines in the corona are connected to the solar phoeosphere. For coronal loops 

and arcades in particular, all magnetic field lines enter the photosphere on two sides (unless 

a magnetic island has formed somewhere inside). Hence, these structures are anchored 

to the cooler photosphere. A more common term for the photospheric anchoring of the 

magnetic field lines is “line-tying”. Under idealized conditions the effect of line-tying on 

coronal structures can be erec.ted as boundary conditions for the l^erturbatipnr of the

equilibrium state.

Line-tying can be invoked to explain how thermal instabilities can lead to the formation 

of magnetically stable high-density structures (i.e. prominences) in the solar corona. 

Since the thermal instability time-scale is much longer than the Alfvenic time-scale in 

the solar corona, without line-tying any equilibrium would be destroyed by magnetic 

instabilities long before a thermal instability can form cool condensations. Line-tying is 

extremely stabilizing to ideal MHD modes (Raadu, 1972). This makes it possible for 

thermal instabilities to grow in the absence of magnetic disruptions.

This Chapter extends the work of Cargill and Hood (1989) who investigated the effects 

of the photospheric boundary on radiative modes. They considered a slab geometry so 

that the Alfven mode is decoupled from the system. For an isothermal equilibrium they 

considered a s!)ecial class of disturbances which give a clear picture of the effects of the
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line-tied boundaries. These are the localized interchange modes which are the counterpart

of the “ballooning-rnodes” in fusion research. These localized modes have derivatives 

perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic held that are much larger than the parallel 

derivatives. The first detailed description of ballooning modes in laboratory plasmas 

was given by Connor, Hastie and Taylor (1979). This was followed by a more rigourous 

treatment by Dewar and Glasser (1983).

Cargill and Hood (1989) only considered the radiative modes on individual flux surfaces 

so that each flux surface grows at its own growth rate. A global growth rate can be found 

by including the thermal conduction perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. This is 

often ignored because of the smallness of the perpendicular conduction coefficient, but it 

may be a very important parameter and, indeed, Van der Linden (1992) has shown that 

it may give rise to the fine-scale structure observed in prominences.

2.1 Prominences

Prominences are lumps of cool, dense plasma located in the hot, diffuse corona. They 

have temperatures a hundred times lower than the surrounding coronal gas and densities 

a hundred or a thousand times higher. Prominences exist in a great variety of shapes and 

sizes. There are many classification schemes, which have been described by Tandberg- 

Hanssen (1974) and Jensen et al. (1979). Although none of the schemes are identical, 

they usually classify prominences into two main types: long-lived or “quiescent” promi

nences and short-lived or “active” prominences. Active prominences have lifetimes of

only minutes or hours. They are dynamic structures usually associated with solar flares.

They are extremely hard to model and indeed no satisfactory model exists. This Thesis
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Figure 2.1: A simple-minded picture of a prominence

is concerned solely with quiescent prominences which are very stable with lifetimes that

may stretch to many months.

A simple diagram of the geometry of a quiescent prominence is sketched in figure (2.1). 

Quiescent prominences always lie above a magnetic polarity-inversion line of reversal in 

the line-of-sight magnetic held in the photosphere (Babcock and Babcock, 1955). Their 

typical spatial scales are shown in the figure. The density is between 10* and 1017m“3, 

and the temperature is usually between 5000 and SOOOOC (Bommier, 1986).

When a prominence is observed on the limb, we can see that it consists of vertical 

threads, typically 5 — 7AIm long and 0.3 to lAMm wide. These threads have been 

observed to lie across the magnetic held, but this is difficult to conceive theoretically as it
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implies motion across magnetic field lines which contradicts the “flux-freezing” condition.

The magnetic field in a quiescent prominence is rather homogeneous, close to horizontal 

and inclined at about 20° to the prominence axis (Leroy, 1979). It has a typical magnitude 

of 5G and usually increases with height (Rust, 1967). Material continually falls slowly 

down the threads and down the “feet” into the chromosphere at speeds of only 1 km s_1, 

much less than the free-fall speed. This lost mass must be being replaced somehow.

Magnetic fields in the corona are crucial to the formation and maintenance of promi

nences. Firstly, magnetic tension can support the prominence against gravity; secondly, 

by allowing sharp gradients to exist (because cross-field thermal conduction is very small) 

they can thermally insulate the plasma. Magnetic fields may also be a determining fac

tor for the fine-scale structure or “threads” of a prominence (see, for example, Van der 

Linden, 1991).

In the course of a prominence’s lifetime, its global structure remains virtually unal

tered. A quiescent prominence may eventually erupt, but afterwards another prominence 

often forms in its place, indicating that the conditions for formation still exist. More

than one mechanism for prominence formation has been put forward. A coherent mass

injection from the photosphere or a “siphon-flow” owing to pressure imbalances at the

footpoints of a magnetic arcade are two possible mechanisms. However, it is hard to 

conceive how a mass could move from the photosphere to the corona without destroying 

the magnetic field structure. A condensation of coronal plasma owing to an instability 

in the thermal equilibrium might also lead to prominence formation. Yet, the formation 

of a single prominence would consume a sizable fraction of the coronal mass (up to a 

tenth has been quoted). There are some observations of a “void” surrounding a number
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of newly created prominences, but these voids are too small to account for the mass of 

the prominence. On the other hand, most prominences seem to be steadily losing mass to 

the photosphere by the steady downward flow already mentioned. This loss is regained by 

the condensation of coronal mass on the top of the prominence. So, the condensational

instability must play at least some part in prominence formation and evolution.

2.2 Introduction to thermal instabilities

In this section we outline the physical mechanism behind the radiative (or thermal, or 

condensational) instability and its mathematical formulation. We also summarize the 

characteristics of the basic thermal instability in an infinite, uniform medium where the

different waves and the thermal instability are uncoupled and their different properties 

can be determined in a straightforward way. An analysis in a uniform and infinite medium

provides the key to an understanding of the thermal instability.

2.2.1 The thermal instability mechanism

The existence of a thermal instability in astrophysical plasmas was first pointed out by 

Parker (1953) and Kiepenheuer (1953). Using a simple analysis, Parker found that thermal 

instabilities could occur in a pure hydrogen plasma. Particular attention was paid to the

possibility of this being a mechanism for prominence formation. This condensation process 

has been applied to many domains of astrophysics, for example, the solar wind (Parker, 

1963), the formation of interstellar clouds (Field, 1962), and the formation of galaxies 

(Gold and Hoyle, 1959).
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Figure 2.2: The approximate radiative loss fuction x^01 as a function of temperature.

Physical description

As discussed in Chapter 1, an equilibrium is stable only if it is stable to small perturbations 

of the variables. If the energy loss function L depends on the temperature such that a 

decrease in temperature results in an increase in L, then an instability exists. If the

plasma cools locally, the energy loss increases and the plasma cools further.

In a hot hydrogen plasma, an instability can arise because of the form of the radiative 

energy losses. Following Hildner (1974) we can write the radiative loss in coronal plasmas

as

n2Q(T) = n2xTa = xp2T = XP2^Ta-2 (2.1)

where the piecewise continuous constants % and a are shown in table (1.1) and illustrated

in figure (2.2).
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Other authors (e.g. McWhirter et al., 1975; Raymond and Smith, 1977; Rosner et aL, 

1978) have calculated different values for the constants % and a, but the main property, 

that radiation increases rapidly by several orders of magnitude as the temperature falls 

from 10® to 10® K, is common to all. Below a temperature of l047< the radiation drops 

off and the plasma becomes optically thick. That the radiative loss function exhibits this 

behaviour is due to metallic {z > 2) atoms in the coronal plasma becoming progressively 

ionized as the temperature rises thereby radiating less energy (Rosner, Tucker and Vaiana, 

1978). The fact that the chemical composition of the corona is unknown explains the 

differing evaluation of the constants offered by various authors.

Owing to the tendency of the plasma towards pressure balance, this temperature

instability leads to condensation. As the temperature drops, the pressure drops. The 

plasma responds by setting up a flow that equalizes the pressure, resulting in increased

density and a condensation. This condensation will occur if the instability time-scale is

much larger than the sound travel time Ts. For Ts < Traci, pressure perturbations are

nearly zero and the instability proceeds isobarically. If, however, ts > Tad, the above

condition of pressure balance is not satisfied; the plasma has no time to set up flows in 

response to pressure changes and it evolves in an isochoric manner with no perturbed 

density. This can happen at temperatures of about 10® K.

From the above arguments, we might expect that the corona is always thermally

unstable. However, we have not considered the effects of thermal conduction in the

plasma. Conduction would act to smooth out any temperature gradient, eliminating any

instability when the conduction time-scale is shorter than the radiative time-scale. In the

presence of a magnetic field, there are two conduction time-scales - perpendicular and
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parallel to the magnetic field. The perpendicular time-scale is always much longer than

the radiative time-scale, but conduction parallel to the magnetic field is extremely efficient

at smoothing out temperature variations in the corona. Since this conduction time-scale

is proportional to the square of the length of the field line, conduction will always stabilize 

the thermal mode over short distances. For the thermal instability to occur it requires 

either very long field lines so that T|| > Tad, or special forms of disturbances that eliminate 

the perturbed parallel conduction term.

Thus far we have only discussed temperature drops and condensations, although in 

the linear regime a temperature increase could equally occur. However, non-linearly, only 

a condensation is likely as the parallel thermal conduction coefficient has the temperature 

dependence K|| = KqT5/2. So, if the temperature were to increase, conduction would be 

enhanced and the temperature increase would be smoothed out.

The form of the heating function H is an unresolved problem in solar physics. In order 

to avoid possible spurious effects due to a specific parameterization, the heating is often 

taken as constant per unit volume or per unit mass. In this Thesis, we assume that the 

heating term is such that it is constant in time and that at equilibrium L — 0 everywhere 

(i.e. H = H (»)). Taking the heating as constant does not lose too much physics as the 

heating term must vary less with temperature change at coronal temperatures or there 

would be no instability.

Provided the radiative losses increase with density, the thermal instability may also 

be driven by a density perturbation. For then a. small increase in density enhances the 

energy loss, yielding lower temperatures and, owing to pressure balance, a further increase 

in density. In practice, the destabilization, caused by a density perturbation is much weaker
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than that caused by the temperature perturbation.

In a non-ideal plasma where heating due to Ohmic dissipation is important, an in

stability can arise because of the temperature dependence of j2/r (e.g. Sparks and Van

Hoven, 1987).

2,2.2 Basic equations and methods

In investigating the thermal instability in the corona we use the non-dimensionalized,

linearized equations of MHD with the non-adiabatic terms included. The non-adiabatic

terms are those terms that give rise to the thermal instability and so must be included.

To recap, the equations are:

dpi = -V • (pov),

epocrv

fpi + V -Vpo

-f&h + (V X Bo) X Bi + (V X Bi) X Bo,

(2.2)

(2.3)

dBi
di

Pi
Po

Po (dpi , . & ( (b0 • VTi)
Po\9t J T|| y Bl

+ _t,h -

(v X Bl0) ,
+H.

BI (2.4)

(2.5)

(2-6)
Po To

We have Fourier analysed with respect to the time dependence of the variables and 

the growth rate has been normalised against the time-scale Trad (i.e. a = Trado)-

V x

2.2.3 The thermal instability in an infinite uniform medium

In a uniform, magnetized medium there are a number of solutions to the coupled ther- 

mal/MHID equations, namely a purely growing (or decaying) thermal mode and the three
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MHD wave modes. Of the wave modes, the Alfven mode decouples (in Cartesian geome

try), since it does not involve perturbations of the thermodynamic variables.

The first rigorous and detailed treatment of the radiative instability was provided by 

Field (1965). His treatment of the thermal instability in an infinite, homogeneous medium 

is a cornerstone of the subject. An analysis in a uniform and infinite plasma provides us

with the key ingredients for understanding non-uniform plasmas.

For a uniform field all coefficients of the Eulerian quantities are constants, in the 

linearized equations. If we select a Cartesian coordinate system in which Bo = (0,0, Bo), 

and the perturbations have components only in the x,z plane, we can write the perturbed

variables as:

= Ticos(k±x)c°s(k\\z), (2.7)

Pi(x,z) — piCos(kj_.r)cos(k||2), (2.8)

pi(x,z) == picos(k__x)cos(k\\z), (2.9)

Bi (:r, = (B(a.sin(kiaj)s«’n(ky2), 0, Bi2cos(k_L.()cos(k||.2)), (2.10)

Vil(,z) == (i_LsSn((kLa:)cos(k{|.i:), 0, v,ccos (kLa:)sin(kyz)), (2.11)

where k± and ky are the wave numbers perpendicular and parallel to the equilibrium

magnetic 'field.

In a uniform medium we have no measure of distance, so we define the time-scales in

terms of wavelengths, and the time-scales defined in table (1.2) must be modified and can

be rewritten

T = EH

_ = pll
x «rr(7-i)’
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ta
h
VA

where li ~ 2k\\/T-, l2 = 2&/# and I3 — y2f +1%. 

The equations become

P k-LPi p 62poTv _ — k\\BoBa: ki_BoB;z,

0
+ e2po^vi = 0,

Tpi + k^poj + /||Pofi|| — 0,

tBix — Bok^v,,

&Bu

fa
Po

dr3i

-BOokv±_L,
a rri£i + Zl
Po f0

7?^ - fi - ki—Tr - - £Tfi
Po TxT

After elimination, our system of equations gives us a fifth degree polynomial for the

growth rate t:

4^4 + V (^k2 J/ 
e a + ev —— + (?— 

\ Po
Po, + 2 + 1'^—+ fl— + £t 

" ni tl

a /e4<74po + e/tf/ [BqP + /?7po] + '^-jrBok2^ + Cpe2a2(k2B% + e2<j/po) = 0,

where k" — frj + k\. This equation is equivalent to the dispersion equation obtained by 

Field (1965) for an infinite, magnetized plasma. It describes the non-adiabatic slow and 

fast magneto-acoustic waves and the thermal mode (which is always real). Neglect of the 

non-adiabatic terms in equation (2.12) reduces the equation to a dispersion equation for 

ideal fast and slow modes. The Alfven mode has been uncoupled from the system and 

can be thought of as propagating in the /-direction.
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Equation (2.12) has at least one positive real solution (i.e. a thermal instability) if

q— + + £r- < 0. (2.13)
" Tl Tx

This inequality is the isobaric (pi = 0) instability criterion, first obtained by Field (1965). 

Thermal conduction is always stabilizing, while the contribution from the radiative loss 

is destabilizing if Ct < 0, that is if a — 2 < 0.

Neglecting the non-adiabatic terms in equation (2.12) makes the thermal mode collapse 

into the origin (cr—0) and the rest of the equation reduces to the dispersion equation for 

ideal slow and fast magneto-acoustic waves

e4a4p0 + e2d2 + bypo] + = p. (2.14)
L J Z po

When non-adiabatic motions are allowed these slow and fast modes are modified and

are the complex solutions of equation (2.12). Field (1965) showed that they can become 

overstable when the isentropic instability criterion is satisfied:

2 ^~rad

Tl
+ q^ + Ct + o.

Tx
(2.15)

7 “ i io

However, overstability of the fast and slow modes is unlikely to occur in practice because 

of the stability introduced by the p-derivative.

We can see from both the isobaric and isentropic instability criteria that thermal

conduction inhibits the thermal instabllty once a critical wvve number is exceeded. Sta

bilization due to perpendicutar conduction eequirer much higher wa,ve numbers than par

allel conduction and so is often neglected. When boundary conditions are included in the

problem the critical wave number traiaslates into a critical length below which the thermal

instability no longer exists.
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Now if we let e tend to zero in equation (2.12), then the dispersion equation reduces

to (with Po — 1):

A -
7

+ 4—' + £ r 
TiTl

+ oeo (2.16)

so that, for a uniform field, if e <C 1, the fast and slow magneto-sonic modes are uncoupled

from the thermal mode which grows isobarically.

2.2.4 The thermal continuum

It is well known in ideal MHD that mobile regular singular points in the linear differential 

equations lead to “continua”, continuous bands of singular (wave) solutions to the equa

tions (see e.g. Goedbloed, 1983). These continuous spectra are due to the non-uniformity 

of the equilibrium state. For uniform equilibria they collapse into points. Their existence

is a robust feature and does not depend on the equilibrium, profile or the geometry. The

locations of the continua are affected by the equilibrium profile. These MHD continua

are affected by non-ideal effects in different ways. For example, resistivity eliminates the

Alfven continuum, while isotropic thermal conduction causes a shift of the slow continuum 

(Hermans, 1987). In this section we illustrate the effects of the non-adiabatic terms on 

the continuous parts of the MHD spectrum in planar geometry. Without perpendicular

thermal conduction there is a new continuum, known as the “thermal continuum”. For a 

rigourous proof of the existence of the thermal continuum see Van der Linden (1991).

Consider a Cartesian system with x being the direction of non-uniformity. We can 

Fourier analyse with respect to the ignorable cooordinates y and z and assume that the

solutions are of the form

/(r) = 4- Hzz)
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where f represents any of the unknowns, and ky and k— are components of the wave vector.

For a horizontal magnetic field (Bx — 0) the linearized equations (2.2) to (2.6) become

Po0fvx

e ‘2pocrVy

e poavz

apx

a Bix

— B\y

oB\z

<?Pi

— ~dx + Bz&lz + &y&\y J 4- iFBx,

, /3 A 9 By • A A . A A
iky-^Pi ■+ Bix T tkzZzBiy ikyBzBxz,

, p* a qbz . * * . —
ikz~^Pl "+ Blx Z kz By Bly + ikyByBlz,

d
-ikzpoVz ikyPoVy (oo^a:),

iFv,

Pi
Po

-- lkZ(yyBz VzBy" ~""(ByVxX ,

, . * a d a
— ikyyvzBy VyBz) —(BB ZV x),

#20 , Po . A , Po dpo F2Tradrin
= -v^+^pl+^v^-^Tl n 9x2

+ (J - ~

_ Pi + A
Po To

—rad d—fi

where F = k-Bo — kyBy-\-kzBz. These nine equations can be transformed, by substitution 

into a set of two first order and one second order equations:

A
d...~ +Ff (2.17)

e2a2p0 (c2(r2po + B%k2') oP‘ + ^-pak2 (c22j2pa + P*) aP’ - cr-T (e2cr2p0 + P2) <?a2p0Ti 
Tq

+ (Fop 4- F , :■ re |B°+Po_ + BOpo) St - 0
(2.18)

aP' ^1 + (oO^rOpo + B%k2) e2a2po +

aP' (Fa2po + B2) 7Pof k2 - ^^~^e2°2P° (62&2po + b2) t^ +
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2 A 2 A ( 2 A 2 A i zt>2\po (e a pQ + F J
Bg —I ' + -T ) Ti +

(e2<r2po 4- B2) (e2C2/5o 4- B2) 7Po + ^BQe2o2p0 (l 4-

(Vfa (do'po + FF
p2

Ltj- \Bo2
- A1 fi +

dvx
dx

Tad (PT
T± dx2

= 0, (2.19)

where P' is the perturbed total pressure

B' = Pi 4- J&yAy + jBzBiz.
P P

These three equations could be rewritten as a single fourth order equation by eliminating

two of the variables.

As perpendicular thermal conduction is much smaller than parallel conduction we 

can neglect perpendicular conduction terms in a first approximation. Then the energy 

equation simplifies to an algebraic equation and the order of the system reduces from four

to two. The perturbed temperature can then be eliminated to give:

Equations (2.17) and (2.20) describe all linear perturbations of the equilibrium state. 

They can be rewritten as one second order differential equation in Sturm-Liouville form

B2 \ 9(e2a2po + F2) vxJ 4- (e^po + B2) vx = 0d f D dvx 1 C 2 A 2 A dB2 
dx \N dx + /? cf dx2 (2.21)
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with

n / 2 * 2 * | iti2A 2 [ a Tq { F2 Trad *D = (ea p0 + F) —o + y (5 — + 4
+ &1')') + V) (2.22)

o- ap0 \B$ T|| )) ' '
, A2 2o.2£ (( 4 £"P H Tq ' Trad 
+ ~B2e 2 A0 1 ( 4 ~ H

and

N ( 2*2* 1 BlkA 2*2* J , —0—T , —p , Tq F2 Trad\
N = (e*2po + Bk'AcWpJ + -—— + ~ ......4------------

2 7 \ Po C a apoB- T|| J

, ( 2*-P , zp2\ £,2 f p , To {F2rrac
4 (e * po + T )-k f 7P0 + — -*-----

V J 2 V \#0

Po C a

To (F rrad , * \\ (2.23)

Values of * giving D — 0 correspond to true singularities of the differential equations, 

while N = 0 yields only apparent singularities. All * that satisfy D(&’o, &) = 0 for some 

xq can give (singular) solutions to the eigenvalue problem. For proof see Van der Linden

(1991).

The condition D = 0 gives rise to an Alfven continuum, which is identical to the 

Alfven continuum found in ideal (adiabatic) MHD (Goedbloed, 1983), and defined by

(e2<72p0 + B") = 0.

The slow, or “cusp”, continuum of ideal MHD is modified however, and is absorbed into

a third degree polynomial in *:

(,’VA, + a— (to + ?(^^ + &) ) +

—;,v,(( + + + g-((is—+—) , (124)

The real solutions of this polynomial are the thermal continuum, and the complex solu

tions the modified slow continuum. In addition to this thermal continuum, the thermal

subspectrum may contain discrete thermal modes above and below the thermal contin

uum on the real axis. In most cases, the thermal continuum determines the stability of
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the system. Van der Linden (1991) shows that the stability of thermal, continuum modes 

is governed by a local isobaric criterion and stability of the slow continuum is governed

by the local isentropic criterion.

When perpendicular conduction is included the thermal continuum does not exist. 

Instead, it is replaced (for small «.x) by a dense set of nearly singular discrete modes, the 

so-called “quasi-continuum modes”. These modes reach up to the upper boundary of the

thermal continuum so thermal stability is still governed by the local isobaric criterion.

For Kx / 0 the set of equations consists of (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19) which contain 

mobile singular points. The continuous spectra that these define are the Alfven continuum 

(again) and the isothermal cusp continuum. The latter continuum is different from the 

adiabatic slow continuum but is located on the imaginary axis. Other discrete modes 

exist outside the thermal quasi-continuum, but Van der Linden (1991) conjectures that 

the stability of the continuum provides necessary and sufficient conditions for the thermal

stability of the system, although full proof of this statement has not as yet been found.

2.2.5 Thermal instabilities in the solar corona

Magnetic fields in the solar corona have two additional features which do not exist in 

the uniform, infinite medium so well analysed by Field (1965). These are the global 

structuring of the field and the finite extent of the field lines which emerge from and enter 

into the dense photosphere.

Studies of coronal, thermal instabilities have generally followed two different lines. In 

one approach, the coronal magnetic field is assumed to dominate so that the field is treated 

as rigid and basically confines the energy balance by defining the geometry of the system.
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This allows us to concentrate on 1-D disturbances and non-isothermal initial atmospheres

can be studied. In the second approach, the interaction between the magnetic-field and the 

thermal mode is investigated by allowing for magnetic field perturbations. This makes the 

stability calculation 3-D and, in order to make progress, attention is generally restricted

to simple equilibria.

Rigid fields

Following on from the initial studies of Field (1965) and Heyvaerts (1974) on isothermal, 

uniform equilibria, Antiochos (1979), Habbal and Rosner (1979) and Hood and Priest 

(1980b) considered non-isothermal atmospheres. The results depended strongly on the 

choice of boundary conditions. Having investigated a variety of choices for the boundary 

conditions, Hood and Priest (1980b) found that the plasma becomes unstable if either 

the length of the field line or the plasma pressure exceed a certain value. Such studies 

have been carried further by various authors. Again, the results depend upon the choice 

of boundary conditions. So attempts have been made to model the coronal/photospheric 

boundary in a simple but realistic manner. One such investigation into the effects of 

different boundary conditions was carried out by Antiochos et al. (1985). This considered 

combinations of possible boundary conditions at the base. These conditions are: Ti — 0 

(the perturbed temperature), dTi/ds — 0 (the perturbed conductive flux), pi — 0 (the 

perturbed pressure), and — 0 (the perturbed parallel velocity). It is assumed that the 

temperature in the corona is essentially constant. It was deduced that the only physically 

relevant solutions (for perturbations that penetrate the deeper, denser layers), are those
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with

Ti = 0 m = 0 (2.25)

at the boundary where nx is the perturbed number density. This implies that the per

turbed pressure vanishes giving the isobaric mode. The choice m = 0 seems to give a 

boundary layer near the base outside which (2.25) is satisfied.

Craig and McClymont (1987) showed that loops can be stabilized if there are suf

ficiently large pressure perturbations. They called this process “dynamical stiffness”. 

Without gravity all loops are unstable, but with gravity the equilibria are stabilized by

the stiffness introduced by stratification.

Magneto-thermal effects

When the equilibrium magnetic field is not uniform, currents and pressure gradients in 

the system can drive ideal MHD instabilities which grow on the ideal MHD time-scale.

The resulting variations in the magnetic field and gas pressure can influence the thermal 

terms thereby producing a coupling between modes.

Work on thermal instabilities in a non-uniform field was first performed by Chiuderi 

and Van Hoven (1979). They considered a (Cartesian) slab geometry in which the Alfven 

mode decouples. A Cartesian geometry is not an accurate representation of the pre

prominence coronal plasma which probably has the structure of a magnetic arcade, but a 

planar equilibrium simplifies the mathematics and allows us to form a clear picture of the 

physical processes behind the thermal instability. Chiuderi and van Hoven (1979) also 

neglected thermal conduction on the grounds that it has no stabilizing effect in a surface 

where k • Bo = 0 (i.e. fc|| = 0). The condition k - Bq = 0 is the well known ideal MHD
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condition for a marginal stability mode-rational surface (Newcomb, 1960; Bateman, 1978). 

For an infinite sheared magnetic field, the thermal instability is expected to be enhanced

at mode rational surfaces, but away from the mode rational surface thermal conduction

becomes important and helps to stabilize the mode. Thus, the instability tends to localize

near the mode-rational surface.

The work of Chiuderi and Van Hoven has been extended in a series of papers and effects

such as resistive heating, non-linearity and perpendicular thermal conduction have been 

included. Sparks and Van Hoven (1988) have clarified much of this earlier work, pointing 

out that there exist essentially three important domains of behaviour. Well away from the

mode rational surface, thermal conduction dominates and the plasma is thermally stable. 

Near the mode rational surface, conduction is reduced and an instability can develop. As 

discussed earlier, the sound (or, more correctly, the slow mode) travel time is shorter than 

the radiative time-scale and the instability is an isobaric mode. But at the singular layer 

itself the slow mode cannot propagate and pressure differences cannot be equalized. The

instability is an isochoric mode here. But the faster growth rate occurs for the isobaric 

mode and so the instability develops with a maximium amplitude a short distance away 

from the singular layer. The instability will set in where the local isobaric growth rate is 

largest (Van der Linden, 1991).

Perpendicular thermal conduction is often ignored because of the small value of «i, 

although, as its inclusion increases the order of the system of differential equations from 

2 to 4, it is not a priori evident that it is physically plausible to ignore it. Van der Linden 

(1991) has demonstated that the inclusion of perpendicular thermal conduction affects 

the growth rate of the thermal instability very little (which is determined by stability of
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the thermal continuum), but that it is the dominant mechanism affecting the structure 

of the eigenmodes perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field. The length-scales in

this direction are, therefore, small and could be responsible for the fine-scale structure 

observed in prominences. Similar ideas have been put forward by Oran et al. (1985), 

Steinolfson (1984) and Van Hoven et al. (1986).

Van der Linden (1991) has found that the thickness of the “fibrils” is proportional 

to Kx to the power O and not ~ as is largely assumed in qualitative arguments. This 

conclusion is very significant as it allows the length-scales introduced by perpendicular 

thermal conduction to be of the same order as the observed length-scales of fine-scale

structure in prominences, and anomalously high perpendicular conduction does not need 

to be invoked. Van der Linden (1991) also shows how eigenmodes with different mode 

numbers across the magnetic field can have very similar growth rates, so that more than 

one mode may be excited by an instability.

Generally speaking, the finite length of coronal magnetic field lines has not been incor

porated into much of the above mentioned work. Field lines in the corona are anchored

at both ends in the dense photosphere. The boundary conditions that represent the pho

tosphere base can be represented by the “line-tying” boundary conditions, discussed in 

section (2.3.1). One important consequence of line-tying is that there can be no mode 

rational surface except under special conditions (Hood and Priest, 1979, 1980a; Einaudi 

and Van Hoven, 1981; Hood, 1983). So thermal conduction is important everywhere and 

the different regimes discussed by Sparks and Van Hoven (1988) for the planar field case 

do not necessarily exist.

Investigating a slab geometry with boundary conditions representing the photosphere
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base, Cargill and Hood (1989) used a class of localized modes known as “ballooning 

modes”. Instead of finding that there is always an instability, they discovered that the 

instability only occurs when the field line length exceeds a critical value at which the 

conduction time-scale increases to the order of the radiative time-scale. This gives a more 

selective means for prominence formation, one which helps to explain why relatively few

prominences are seen in the corona. Their main conclusions were that the least stable

mode requires a parallel velocity at the photosphere, and that the least stable thermal

mode evolves almost isobarically and decouples from the slow mode. They also showed 

how an increase in the equilibrium plasma pressure destabilizes the system.

Some work has been done on thermal instabilities in geometries other than artesian. 

Thermal instabilities in coronal loops, without boundaries, have been investigated by An 

(see, for example, An, 1982, 1984, 1986). The main effect of field line curvature is that 

the Alfven mode is now coupled to the thermal and slow modes with the amount of 

coupling dependent on the time-scale ratios. Hood et al. (1993) have investigated a finite 

length coronal loop by concentrating on localized modes. They used a WKB approach 

that eliminates the fast mode. When the time-scales are comparable, there is substantial 

coupling between unstable Alfven and thermal modes, and the modes can become complex 

overstable modes. By varying the magnitude of the wavenumber, an investigation of how 

a global mode is related to a. localized mode has been carried out by Van der Linden et 

al. (1991).
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2.3 Boundary conditions and localized modes

We want to investigate the thermal instability in the solar corona including the effects of 

the photospheric boundary and not ignoring the perpendicular thermal conduction. In 

order to do this we have developed the work of Cargill and Hood (1989) which addressed 

the thermal stability of coronal plasmas incorporating the effects of the photospheric 

boundaries. These boundary conditions (referred to as line-tying in connection with the 

MHD variables) force conditions on.coronal perturbations at the photosphere owing to the 

large inertia there. In addition, the thermal conduction term requires boundary conditions

on the thermodynamic variables.

The line-tying boundary conditions give conditions for the perturbed velocity at the 

boundary. When we also include the non-adiabatic terms, we need additional boundary 

conditions on the temperature perturbation.

In deriving the non-dimensionalized equations in Chapter 1, we introduced the param

eter € which is a measure of the coupling between the MHD wave modes and the thermal 

mode. When e is small, as in the corona, the coupling is very weak and we can investigate 

the thermal mode using perturbations that eliminate the MHD modes from our analysis 

and allow us to concentrate on the thermal mode. One class of perturbations that enables 

this decoupling are known as ballooning modes.

The general equations for ballooning modes in the solar corona, including the effects of 

resistivity and viscosity along with conduction, gravity and plasma radiation were derived 

by Hood, Van der Linden and Goossens (1989). Hood et al. (1993) and Cargill and 

Hood (1993) have used these equations (neglecting resistivity, viscosity and gravity) to 

investigate thermal instabilities in coronal arcades and, as mentioned earlier, Cargill and
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Hood (1989) investigated thermal instabilities in a slab geometry using these equations 

to investigate the effects of the line-tying boundary conditions on the thermal instability.

2.3.1 Line-tying

Most magnetic field lines in the corona are not infinite but emerge from and go back 

into the photosphere. The inertia of the dense photosphere dominates the photospheric- 

coronal boundary. The term “line-tying” is a good description of the physical effect of the 

photo-coronal boundary. The magnetic field lines are “tied” to the photospheric matter, 

as the magnetic Hux is “frozen” to the plasma (for negligible resistivity). The inertia of the 

photospheric matter dominates at the interlace, so perturbations of coronal origin cannot 

substantially move the footpoints of the magnetic field lines. Consequently, line-tying is 

strongly st ab ilizing.

The boundary condition that the component of the perturbed velocity perpendicular 

to the magnetic field is zero is generally accepted. Reasons for this are outlined below.

Going from the corona into the photosphere, the number density increases from 5 x 1014 

to IO23??!-3 over a distance of 2 x lQkm. When compared to the coronal scaleheight of 

105 km at a temperature of 2 x 106Az, it is seen that the density rises almost discontinuously. 

To a first approximation we can treat the photospheric base as an interface. By considering 

coronal and photospheric time-scales we can estimate the effect of this interface on coronal

disturbances.

The coronal Alfvenic time-scale is about 5s. The corresponding photospheric time

scale is larger by a factor of approximately 1.4 x 10'‘ (assuming an average value for the 

magnetic field strength in the photosphere). The photosphere is unable to respond quickly
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to Alfvenic disturbances generated in the corona.

---- f*— A
VAP + Vac

vap-vaca

We can argue this a different way. Consider an Alfven wave propagating down from 

the corona. At the interface it is transmitted and reflected with amplitudes

At

and

Ar
VAP + VAc

respectively in terms of the incident wave amplitude. vAp and vAc are the Alfven speeds in 

the photosphere and corona. Neglecting any photospheric concentration of the magnetic 

field and using the densities quoted above, we have

At — 1.4 x 10~4 At

A. — —0.9999A;

and the wave is essentially totally reflected. As the Alfven wave is a transverse wave this

implies that the perpendicular velocity components vanish at the interface.

The boundary conditions for the velocity component; along the held llnes have been a 

source of *^<^nto^^eryr for mamy years. Einaudi and Van Hovenl9811, 1983) argued that 

V|| need not be zero at the photosphere, but that instead the energy is conserved. This 

set of boundary conditions is known as the “flow-through” line-tying conditions.

Vjl = 0, vu 0 (2.26)

But Rosner et al (1986) concluded that the best way to model the transition from corona 

to photosphere is to make all velocity components vanish. We call these the “rigid wall”

conditions.

Vjl = 0 , V|| = 0 (2.27)
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Several authors have tried to determine the correct boundary conditions. Hood (1986) 

used the ballooning approximation to construct solutions to the MHD equations in a sim

ple equilibrium where the corona-photosphere transition was modelled as a sharp density-

increase in a periodic cylinder. He found that as the ratio of photospheric to coronal den

sity is increased, all velocity components decrease to zero. Thus he concluded that the 

rigid wall conditions are best for ideal MHD. This argument holds for fast instabilities, 

but Hood, Van der Linden and Goossens (1989) found that vj. must vanish but that v;| 

may be non-zero for slower instabilities.

Temperature boundary condition

When the non-adiabatic terms are included in the differential equations, two more bound

ary conditions are needed in addition to those on the perturbed velocity components. 

There are two different sets of thermal boundary conditions that we may use:

Ti = 0 (2.28)

or

§=0 (2.29)

where a is a field-aligned coordinate.

This is another controversial issue, especially with regard to the studies of the thermal 

instability of single rigid magnetic field coronal loop models (Hood and Priest, 1980b; 

Antiochos, 1979; McClymont and Craig, 1985a,b). The first condition implies that there 

is a fixed point in space at which there is sufficient plasma to radiate away any incoming 

heat flux instantaneously. The second states that the plasma cannot radiate away any 

incoming heat flux, but manages to maintain a. zero temperature gradient. The first
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condition, makes more physical sense as large temperature changes in the diffuse corona

could only raise the photospheric temperature slightly. This, therefore, is the boundary

condition that we will use.

Antiochos et al. (1985) studied thermal perturbations of static coronal loop models. 

They concluded that the most physical assumptions are that the temperature and den

sity perturbations vanish there and that an allowance for parallel flow is the minimium

requirement for a realistic boundary.

The rigid wall conditions are probably the most appropriate for high frequency per

turbations and the flow-through conditions for low frequencies. If the photosphere can

respond to pressure perturbations on a faster time-scale than the growth of the instability

in the corona, then the flow-through conditions will be appropriate. As mentioned in 

the preamble, Cargill and Hood (1989) found that the least stable thermal mode requires 

a parallel velocity displacement at the photosphere, with the mode corresponding to a 

vanishing thermal pressure.

2.4 Derivation of the stability equations

If line-tying is enforced in the z-direction and the equilibrium magnetic held varies in 

the ^-direction, two characteristic length-scales exist in the problem, so we cannot isolate 

individual Fourier components as we can for an infinite medium. One must either solve 

coupled linear partial diffe;r^:^^'tial equations or an infinite system of coupled ordinary

differential equations.

For a one-dimensional equilibrium, line-tying makes the linear analysis intrinsically two

dimensional. But, the ballooning approximation reduces the problem to a one dimensional
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analysis for solutions in the flux surfaces.

Now we can proceed to outline the ordering of the perturbed variables in the ballooning

approximation for an isothermal equilibrium in Cartesian geomatry. The solutions are 

assumed to have a slow variation along magnetic field lines but a rapid variation transverse

to the field lines. To model this the perturbed variables have a WKB solution of the form:

/ (r) = /(r) exp [nS (r)) (2.30)

where » 1 and to eliminate stable wave modes Bo • VS — 0. The amplitude factors

satisfy the boundary conditions, n is the ratio of the equilibrium length-scale to the 

perpendicular length-scale. From the form of the WKB solution we can replace V by 

inV5 -f- V where the second V operates on the amplitude functions alone.

We now write the perturbed velocity and magnetic field as

v =
(v • Bo) Bo 

Bo2
+ Vj. (2-31)

and
(Bi • Bo) Bo

(2.32)Bi =
1%

+ B

where Vj and B_l are the components perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field. 

Now we assume that the components parallel are 0(1) quantities and that the perpen

dicular components are 0(l/?2). This decouples the Alfven wave which is unlikely to 

be important as it is incompressible and does not couple to the other modes in a slab

geometry.

The momentum equation (1.2) from the leading order gives

Pi -I- jBo . Bi = 0(17%) (2.33)
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This removes the fast magnetosonic mode and Chiuderi and Van Hoven (1979) showed 

that the condition (2.33) is approximately satisfied. The neglect of the fast mode is 

valid provided that the radiative time-scale is much longer than the fast mode transit 

time based on the short perpendicular wavelength, so that the plasma can even out total

pressure fluctuations on a much shorter time-scale than the growth time for any radiative

modes.

Cargill and Hood (1989) used these assumptions (without perpendicular conduction) 

to investigate the effects of line-tying on the radiative mode. Their equations apply to

parallel motions along individual field lines, so the growth rate is calculated at each field 

line. Including a perpendicular conduction term allows us to find a global growth rate 

and to investigate the transverse structure of the eigenmodes.

2.4.1 The isobaric mode

We can now remove the slow mode if we assume that the perturbed plasma, pressure

vanishes to leading order

Pi = 0(1/?%.

Pressure perturbations will be small, if pressure can be equalized on a much faster time

scale than the growth of the radiative instability, i.e. Trad ts. This condition is satisfied 

under coronal conditions. We expect the radiative mode to grow fastest for vanishing 

pressure perturbations, which corresponds to the isobaric growth rate.

After making this further assumption, the leading order equations are (after non di- 

mensionalization) :

A Po Trad (®o • v) f
o-7$-7i =------------

To Pl Bo2
VS I2 —Ti - CfT,

1 Tx 2
(2.34)n
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a— = Bo • Vuii.
To "

The perpendicular thermal conduction term can be included if the condition

n2 — = 0(1)

(2.35)

(2.36)

is satisfied. Notice that if we ignore the perpendicular conduction term, then the energy

equation reduces to

(vO5-4-57!?'-0’ (2'3,)

which is equivalent to equation (3.6) of Hood and Priest’s (1980b) study of the one

dimensional (field-aligned) thermal instability of a coronal loop. The solution of this 

equation (2.37) gives the isobaric growth rate found by Cargill and Hood (1989).

The vanishing pressure (isobaric) mode decouples the MHD modes from the thermal 

effects in our Cartesian geometry. Magnetic field effects enter only as structuring of the 

plasma. Without the perpendicular conduction term we recover equation (3.6) of Hood 

and Priest (1980b) who studied the one-dimensional rigid field thermal instability of a 

coronal loop. If the perturbed temperature does not vanish, then coupling to the slow 

mode occurs and the equilibrium is more stable than for the isobaric case.

To find the values of the growth rate d, it is sufficient to solve the equation (2.34). 

This would give us the eigenfunctions 3\. The perturbed parallel velocity is then defined 

by equation (2.35).

Line-tying can be easily modelled since the operator Bo • V enables us to write

Bo ■ V = Bo
d_
ds

where s is a field-aligned coordinate and we can apply line-tying at s = isj,.
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2.5 S<^liu-fci^n of the equations

We can now proceed to solve the equations subject to the boundary conditions discussed 

in section (2.3.1).

A general form of S that satisfies the condition Bq • VS* = 0 is

S = y - + S{x) (2.38)

and this gives

| VSf = + 1 + (2.39)

where

t a

dx

2.5.1 Equilibrium and boundary conditions

As the conduction time-scale is proportional to the equilibrium pressure, and the radiative 

time-scale is inversely proportional to it, the stability of the system depends critically on 

the form of the equilibrium pressure.

We specify the equilibrium magnetic field in the form

Bo = (o, Ay(.r), Az(^))

and deduce the equilibrium plasma pressure, using the condition that the total equilibrium

pressure is constant..

We use a variation of the field employed by Chiuderi and Van Hoven (1979):

Bo = [o, Asech(#), (2 — sech2(.r))^] (2.40)
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Note that all the field lines thread the line-tied boundaries for all finite x. The parameter

A represents the relative importance of magnetic shear and gas pressure gradients. A = 0 

corresponds to straight magnetic field lines with an ambient pressure gradient directed 

away from x — 0 whereas A = 1 corresponds to a sheared force-free magnetic field.

We can write the equlibrium plasma pressure as

Po(®) = 2 — i ^A2sech2(.%*) + 2 — sech2(rc)) (2.41)

and we will let /? = 1, in common with previous papers (for example Chiuderi and Van 

Hoven, 1979), so that

Po(rr) = (l — A2) sech2(rc). (2.42)

We use an isothermal equilibrium, so the non-dimensionalized equilibrium temperature 

can be set equal to unity (To = 1). This equilibrium pressure profile has a simple maximum 

at x — 0, and we expect a condensation to set in here, as this is where the local isobaric 

growth rate is highest.

We impose line-tying boundary conditions at z = ±/i. Strictly speaking we should 

apply the boundary conditions at s — but we can project onto the ^-direction, as 

we evaluate along a field line, using

_ B^d_ 
ds Bq dz'

For the energy equation (2.34), we require the thermodynamic boundary conditions

fi = 0 at z = ±h. (2.43)

This implies that
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that is we have the flow through boundary conditions. This comes about through our 

assumption of constant plasma pressure. Physically this means that the photosphere 

responds to pressure perturbations in the corona on a faster time-scale than the growth

of the thermal instability in the corona. The condition will be satisfied if the radiative

time-scale in the corona is much longer than the sound travel time in the photosphere, 

which is generally the case (see Table 1.2).

Cargill and Hood (1989) considered various different sets of thermal and dynamic 

conditions at the photosphere. They found that the least stable mode corresponds to a

vanishing thermal pressure in the limit of the radiative growth time greatly exceeding the

Alfven transit time. They argued that on the radiative time-scale a parallel motion at the

photosphere is allowed. Boundary conditions in the z-direction are that all perturbations 

go to zero for large x.

2.5.2 Solving the energy equation

If we choose typical values for the time-scales and the constant 7, then the energy equation 

(2.34) contains two unknowns S1 and d. By choosing a value of x and a value for d, we 

can integrate equation (2.34) numerically and iterate on the. parameter S' to satisfy the 

boundary condition (2.43). By repeating this process for a range of values for x, we can 

plot values of the function S' against x for our chosen value of d.

Figure (2.3) shows plots of S'2 against x for various values of d. For values of d below 

a critical value dcrit, say, S'2 has two zeroes. As d increases, the distance between the two 

zeroes of S'2 becomes narrower and at (di the curve just touches the x-axis at x ~ 0. For 

d > arritt S'Hs always negative. This is typical WKB-like behaviour. From the form of
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Figure 2.3: 5"2 against x for three values of a (a — 0.11,0.19 and 0.23), with A = 0.4,

7 = 1 h = 2, = 1 and = 1.7

the perturbations (2.30), we can see that when S' is imaginary the eigenfunctions behave 

evanescently, and when S' is real the eigenfunctions will have oscillatory behaviour. The 

region of oscillatory behaviour is always localized around x = 0, where the equilibrium 

pressure (and the local isobaric growth rate) is highest. So introducing perpendicular ther

mal conduction into the analysis of Cargill and Hood (1989) has restricted condensations 

to a narrow region centred on the peak of the equilibrium pressure profile.

When S' is imaginary for all x, the eigenfunctions behave exponentially for all x and 

the boundary conditions in x cannot be satisfied. Solutions that satisfy the boundary 

conditions must have real S' for some range of x. The solutions will grow in time if & > 0,

and therefore will be unstable.

WKB theory (Dewar and Classer, 1983; Nayfeh, 1983) tells us that only certain dis

crete values of a can exist. These values of a will satisfy the Bohr-Sommerfeld condition
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Figure 2.4: The growth rate d plotted against n for A = 0.4, 7 = |, /i = 2, = 1 and

n2^ = 1.Tl.

for a two turning-point problem:

n I S'(d,t)lt = {m + |)7T (2.44)

where ±®i are the turning points where 5/2 = 0. So for any value of Tra(lTx, with 

n22^ _ 1, there is only one value of the growth rate d for each mode number m. If < > 0 

then that mode is unstable.

Figure (2.4) shows these allowable values of d plotted against n for the mode number 

m = 0. The graph shows, as we would expect, that decreasing the perpendicular conduc

tion time-scale decreases the growth rate of the instability, and for small values of n, the 

radiative mode is stable. However, we know that the perpendicular conduction time-scale 

is very large, so the physically interesting region is where n is large. As n increases in 

size the growth rate nears a limiting value. So for large changes in the value of the
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Figure 2.5: The growth rate a plotted against n for the mode numbers m = 0,1,2,3, with 

A = 0.4, 7 = k = 2, = 1 and n21^ = 1.

perpendicular conduction time-scale change the growth rate a only a little.

We are also interested in the values of a that we obtain for modes other than the

fundamental mode. Figure (2.5) shows cr plotted against n for the mode numbers m = 

0,1,2 and 3, where A = 0.4, 7 = j, = 2, = 1 and = 1.

Figure (2.5) illustrates that the fundamental mode is always the most unstable mode. 

However, as n increases towards large values, the growth rates of the other modes ap

proach that of the fundamental mode. We speculate that a perturbation that excited the

fundamental mode may also excite other modes, modes which would grow at nearly the 

same growth rate as the fundamental mode.

A further graph shown is that of a against n for the fundamental mode as we increase 

the shear of the magnetic field by changing A. Figure (2.6) shows that as we increase 

the shear of the field (A increasing towards 1), the radiative mode is stabilized. This
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Figure 2.6: The growth rates v plotted against n for different values of the shear parameter 

A where 7 — ~, Zi = 2, = 1 and = 1.

agrees with the results of Cargill and Hood (1989). Although greater shear implies longer 

field lines and so reduces the stabilizing influence of conduction, the equilibrium plasma 

pressure has been reduced. The radiative losses scale as and this is the more important

factor.

Localized modes

For modes that are highly localized around x — 0, we can find an approximate analytic 

solution for S'2 and for the growth rate <7. For a symmetric equilibrium the problem is 

equivalent to that of minimizing the integral

/ 12

/12
[ I d7p0 + n‘

-h 1 t.l
S'2(z) +

B,
B2+ 1 + + £t\T2 +

(diY 

T,| fr\dz .
}dz = 0, (2.45)
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(we have mutiplied the differential equation by T\ and integrated by parts). For an

equilibrium that is symmetric about z = 0 this reduces to:

£ ( a . 2'Trad iv~7 . /• A rri2 t ^rad Bz (dT\ 
■ \ T± ’ ' / 1 T|| £2 y dz

21

dz — 0. (2.46)

If we pick a trial form of Ti then we can find approximate values for S'2(x) that minimize 

the integral (2.46). So, let us assume that Ti has the form

7T
T(x,z) = Tt(x)cos(—z),

and that I = 2, then this integral gives the expression

Trad Bz n

n-~T~S = 30 - 7°po - ip ~T~ ~ n‘ T
Tx ill T|| B2 T±

/2B2 f Byi + -^ + Mo 
B+ (£-/ V3 7t

4 2l^ . (2.47)

The Bohr-Sommerfeld condition (2.44) can give us the growth rate d for these localized 

modes if we approximate the equilibrium quantities using power series (e.g. p0 = (1 — 

A2)(l — ®2) -f O(r;2)). Ignoring all terms of O(a;2) or higher, the condition 5"2 = 0 at .-c = 0 

gives us the maximum value of d, dmax:

: Trad (1 T A )TT2 Ta 13(1 - A2) -
4/f T|| (1 - A4) r± (1 ” A2)

and if we let the growth rate of a mode be d = dmax — di where d% = O(#2), then 

■ Trad (l - A2 + (I - ^) 4A2)

7
(2.48)

ci (2m + 1)1
n 7

Q , 7T2 Trad f 1 + 3A2 2
3 + —----- | —-----7772 I + n . (2.49)4/2 T|| \(1-A4)2/ T± (1-A22

Equations (2.48) and (2.49) show that if ri^'TodT = 0(1) then di = O(l/?i). So as n 

becomes large, the growth rate of the system tends towards bmax, regardless of the mode

number m.

The expression for brnax clearly shows how increasing the effect of perpendicular con

duction along the field lines, by decreasing the parallel conduction time-scale or decreasing
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Figure 2.7: The growth rate a plotted against A for the “localized” solution, with 7 = j,

/i = 2, ^tl — 1 and = 1.
' t Ti

the distance to the line tied boundaries, stabilizes the system. The effect on the growth 

rate of the thermal modes of varying the shear of the system by increasing A is less clear 

from equation (2.48). Figure (2.7) shows how the growth rate amax changes as A is varied. 

This shows that increasing the shear of the system has a stabilizing influence. We can 

also compare the values of crmaa; against the values of the growth rates found when we 

numerically solved the energy equation. Figure (2.8) shows that the growth rates are 

tending towards the maximum values given by Equation (2.48). The expression for amax 

shows that if n2Trad/TL = 0(1), which was our condition for not ignoring the perpen

dicular thermal conduction in our analysis, then the perpendicular conduction, with this

particular class of disturbances, has a significant effect on the growth rate of the thermal

modes.
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Figure 2.8: The growth rates b plotted against n for different values of the shear parameter 

A where 7 = j, = 2, = 1 and n2^^- = 1. The straight lines show the approximate

values of crmax given by the “localized” solution.

2.6 Discussion

In this Chapter we have extended the work of Cargill and Hood (1989), who investigated

the effects of the “line-tying” boundary conditions on the thermal instability, to include the 

influence of perpendicular thermal conduction. We used a particular class of perturbations 

that give rise to very small length-scales across the magnetic field. Concentrating on the 

simplest case, a slab geometry, means that the Alfven mode can be decoupled from the 

system. We also neglected coupling to the fast and slow modes, and focussed on the 

isobaric mode, which Cargill and Hood (1989) found to be the most unstable mode for 

line-tied Cartesian equilibria. This mode exists when the radiative growth time greatly
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exceeds the Alfven transit time.

We have found that introducing perpendicular thermal conduction into the analysis 

of Cargill and Hood (1989) means that condensations are restricted to a narrow layer 

around the region where the local isobaric growth rate is largest. The general conclusions 

of Cargill and Hood (1989), namely that decreasing the length of the field lines and 

increasing the shear of the system are stabilizing factors, are unaffected.

We have also shown that the fundamental eigenmode is the fastest growing mode, 

but that other modes have growth rates very near to the value of the growth rate of the 

fundamental mode, and could grow alongside the fundamental mode.
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Chapter 3

The thermal instability in a

shearless equilibrium

In this Chapter we investigate thermal instabilities with particular emphasis on the ef

fects of perpendicular thermal conduction, using a time-dependent numerical code and a 

numerical analysis based on an ordering of the perturbed variables. The numerical code

has been developed in collaboration with Dr A. M. Milne. The code advances the set of

linearized equations explicitly in time, and we believe that it could be extended to the 

non-linear MHD equations. The code has been written for a one-dimensional equilibrium, 

in Cartesian geometry, with two-dimensional perturbations. Advancing an equilibrium 

in time in the linear regime allows us to see clearly the linear growth of the system un

obscured by nonlinear effects. An analytic analysis based on isobaric perturbations in 

a shearless Cartesian geometry is also considered, and the results from this compared 

with the output of the code. We show that perpendicular thermal conduction may be an

important factor in determining the length-scale for the width of condensations caused
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by the thermal mode, while the growth rate of the thermal mode is largely unaffected by

perpendicular thermal conduction.

3.1 Basic equations and geometry

The basic equations we use are the linearized, non-dimensionalized MHD equations in

cluding the non-adiabatic terms. These are:

9
di

d/n
dt
dv
di

+ v-VA —

9
di
Pi

Po

V • (poV),

(vPi + (V x Bo) x U, + (V X B,) x B

Po /% , . V rraiA ../(Bo-vr,)' 
5o V dt V T|| \ Bg (

Trai^, /Bo X (VZi X Bop 9C . 
r± \ B2a 9p0‘ QT0

— V x (v x Bo) ,

ri + Zi 
Po Ta

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3-3)

(3.4)

(3-5)

2e Po

+

For ease of writing we will drop the hats on our non-dimensionalized variables in the rest 

of this Chapter, so, except where otherwise stated, all the variables in this Chapter are

n on-di m ensi onaliz e d.

The code is written for a planar geometry: axes x and z and all equilibrium quantities

are functions of the dependent variable x. All perturbed quantities are functions of x and.

% with boundaries at x — ±i2 and z = db/i-
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3.2 The isobaric mode in a shearless field

We can perform an analytic normal mode analysis for perturbations in the same geometry 

as the numerical code; that is we have a one dimensional equilibrium, varyin. gi n the x 

direction with Une^ylng imposed in the z-direction, and perturbations that have x and 

z components. For a shearless, one dimensional equilibrium in a Cartesian geometry, we 

do not lose any physics by restricting our perturbations to two dimensions.

To make progress, we order the perturbed variables in a way similar to that in Chapter

2. This eliminates coupling between the radiative mode and the MHD wave modes. We

assume that

v\\\pi,T\ = 0(1) (3.6)

v±,Bi,pi =0((e) (3.7)

where

e = TA
''rad

This ordering removes the Alfven mode, the fast mode and the slow mode from the leading 

order equations, e i s a measure of the couplhig of the radiative mode to the MHD modes, 

and when s is minall, as it is under typical coronal conditions, this has been shown to be 

a good approximation (e.g. Hermans, Hood and Clifford, 1990). Taking pi = 0(e) means 

that we are concentrating on the isobaric mode.

The leading order equations are

^7P>Ti = —Ti + + 3^,, (3.8)
T| az2 ox*

aTi. — Bo • Vu|| (3.9)
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for the equilibrium magnetic field Bo = (0,0, Bz(x)), and an isothermal equilibrium (To = 

1). We have chosen a = — 1 which is a typical coronal value (so that —Ct = 3pg). The

inclusion of the perpendicular conduction term is valid if the condition

Trad d2

Tj dx2
» e

holds. The ratio Trad/Ti_ is small, but large temperature gradients can exist transverse to 

the magnetic field, so this condition involves no non-physical assumptions. The equation 

(3.8) can be solved to find the eigenvalues g and the eigenfunctions T\. Note that only the 

equilibrium plasma pressure enters the energy equation and not the equilibrium magnetic 

field. The latter is only important for structuring the plasma pressure.

3.2.1 Solution of the energy equation

Investigating a shearless equilibrium means that we can Fourier analyse in the z-direction, 

and the line-tying boundary conditions are equivalent to choosing a particular Fourier

mode. 3o we let

Ti(x,z) ~ Ti[x)cos ) . (3.10)

where the length of the field lines in the z-direction is Boundary conditions in the 

^-direction are that Ti “ 0 for large |x|, which we model by

Ti = 0 at x = ±/2 (3.11)

for some l2 large enough.

We can now write the energy equation (3.8) as a function of x only:

/F
= Q«i (3.12)
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where 62 = Traddr^ and

Q(r) = (^p^r) + - 3pg(r). (3.13)

The energy equation (3.12) has the form of a WKB problem for the small parameter 

S. We therefore try to solve it using WKB techniques.

WKB solution

When Q(r) > 0, T will behave evanescently. If Q(x) > 0 for all at, then the boundary 

conditions cannot be satisfied. But if Q{x) < 0 for some value of x, then T will have 

periodic behavior for these values of r, and the boundary conditions can be satisfied. The 

equilibrium will be unstable if < > 0.

For an equilibrium pressure that is symmetrical about x = 0 with a maximum value

at r = 0, we have a two turning-point problem. Only certain values of a that satisfy the

Bohr-Sommerfeld condition are allowed, that is those values of a where

1 rXi ir——— i£ J~x J-Q(a,t)dt = (m + l)7t (3-14)

where ixq are the turning points given by Q(xi) — 0. So instabilities may exist if 

Q(xi) = 0 for some x-j.

If we choose the equilibrium plasma pressure

Po = sech2(x) (3.15)

(the equivalent of the equilibrium field used in Chapter 2 with no shear), so that the 

equilibrium pressure has a maximum at x = 0, we can solve equation (3.14) numerically 

and plot S against a for the different mode numbers m, as for any value of S, only one
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2.0-1

delta

Figure 3.1: How the growth rate a varies as the value of the perpendicular conduction 

time scale changes (62 = Tad/Ti.), solving the energy equation using WKB methods. 

Parameter values are rraci/T\\ = 1, /i = 2 and 7 = j.

value of a exists for each mode number m. By varying 6, a picture of how a varies with 

m can be built up. Figure (3.1) shows c against 8 for the mode numbers m — 0,2,4,6 

with Trad/^w = 1, 7 = § and. h = 2. The graph shows that the fundamental mode (m=0) 

is the most unstable, remaining unstable as 6 becomes fairly large. The most physically 

relevant case is when 6 is small. We can see that as 8 gets smaller, all the modes become 

unstable and have a growth rate similar to that of the fundamental mode. The point 

towards which they are accumulating is the single turning point condition

'rad ( 2 (3.16)-13 
7 ’ll V2Zi

This is the local isobaric growth rate at x — 0, in the limit // = 0, where the local 

isobaric growth rate has its maximum value. So, the effect of including perpendicular 

thermal conduction is to restrict the fundamental mode to a narrow region around the
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plane where the local isobaric growth rate is highest, but the effect on this growth rate

is negligible. The correction to the maximum growth, rate caused by the perpendicular 

thermal conduction can be derived using a simple, analytic analysis. The correction to 

the maximum growth rate for modes that are highly localized about x = 0 is obtained by

approximating the equilibrium quantities using power series, so that

sech2(x) = 1 — x2 + 0(a*4).

and Q(x) becomes

Q(x) = -crn
n Trad f
3+vU x2 + 0(.i:4),

with o" = amax — <1, and a± — O(a;2). The Bohr-Sommerfeld condition (3.14) tells us that

1
6{2m 4-1) o Trad f K

<?1 =
7

Values of a for this localized solution are illustrated in Figure (3.2) and compared with 

the numerical results in Figure (3.3). The two methods give results that have a good 

agreement, particularly for small values of the 6.

Two conclusions emerge from these results. Firstly, for large values of the perpendic

ular conduction time-scale, condensation occurs where the local isobaric growth rate is 

highest, and the growth rate of the fundamental mode is very near to the growth rate 

predicted by the isobaric instability criterion in the limit «j_ — 0. Secondly, for large 

values of the perpendicular conduction time-scale, the growth rates of the eigenmodes 

other than the fundamental mode are very close to that of the fundamental mode, which

is always the most unstable mode.
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delta

Figure 3.2: How the growth rate a varies as the value of the perpendicular conduction time 

scale changes (62 = tVo^/tl), for the localized solution, with m = 0,2,4,6. Parameter 

values are Trad/T\\ = 1, /i = 2 and 7 = |.

Numerical integratio n

Equation (3.12) can also be integrated numerically, and the values of the growth rate that 

satisfy the boundary condition (3.11) found. We use a Runga-Kutta scheme, integrating 

from x = 0 to x = l2 and iterating on a until the boundary condition (3.11) is satisfied. 

By varying 6, a picture of the growth rates that satisfy the boundary condition can be 

built up. The value of l2 is changed as 6 is varied. 2g must be large enough that it 

simulates an infinite boundary, but not so large that the integration cannot proceed. So, 

for example, for 6 = 0.5, l2 = 10 and for 6 = 0.01, l2 ~ 1. The boundary conditions at 

x = 0 are Ti(0) — 1 and dT^/dx = 0. This choice of boundary conditions means that only 

the growth rates of even numbered modes are found. The results are shown in Figure

(3.4).

The results, shown together with the results obtained using the WKB analysis in
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figure (3.5), again lead us to the conclusions made after solving the energy equation by 

the WKB method. Given that the WKB solution is accurate to 0(6), we would expect the 

two methods to give us the same general results, and to show good agreement for small 

values of 6. But, Figure (3.5) shows that the WKB solution is surprisingly accurate, even

for larger values of 6.

Figure 3.3: How the growth rate a varies as the value of the perpendicular conduction time 

scale changes (62 = Trt/Ti), solving the energy equation using WKB methods (dashed 

curves), and for the localized solution (solid curves). Parameter values are Tad/w “ 1, 

li = 2 and 7 = j.
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delta

Figure 3.4: How the growth rate a varies as the value of the perpendicular conduction

time scale changes (62 = r2ad/T±), solving the energy equation using numerical integration. 

Parameter values are Tai/w = = 2 and 7 = j.

Figure 3.5: The WKB solution (solid curves) and the solution obtained by numerical

integration (dashed curves) shown together. Parameter values are Troa/T)| = 1, /i = 2 and

7 = 1-
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Figure 3.6: The fundamental eigenfunction, for 8 ~ 0.1. Parameter values are Trad/^w — 1 

l = 2 and 7 = f.

Figure 3.7: The second harmonic eigenfunction, for 8 = 0.1. Parameter values are

'raa/w = 1 h = 2 and 7 = f.
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Figure 3.8: The fourth harmonic eigenfunction, for 8 — 0.1. Parameter values are 

T-ad/^w = 1, /i = 2 and 7 = 1.

Figure 3.9: The sixth harmonic eigenfunction, for 8 = 0.1. Parameter values are Trad/i\\ =

1, /i = 2 and 7 — j.
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3.2.2 Width of the condensations

The numerical integration of equation (3.12) allows us to examine the structure of the tem

perature perturbations transverse to the equilibrium magnetic field. Figures (3.6) to (3.9) 

show the perturbed temperature as a function of x for the mode numbers m = 0,2,4,6

for 8 = 0.1. The perturbations are localized around x = 0. We can see that if modes

other than the fundamental mode were to be excited by a perturbation, condensations of

many different widths could exist.

These eigenfunctions allow us to investigate how the width of the perturbations change 

as we vary the value of the perpendicular conduction coefficient. We define the width of

the fundamental mode to be the value of x where Ti has decayed to half its value at 

x = 0. Then we plot the logarithm, of these widths against the logarithm of 62. The 

plot is shown in figure (3.10) and the straight line on the graph has a gradient of unity. 

The graph shows that, at least for small values of 5, the width of the perturbations is 

proportional to 62. Now

8 ' - (J) ‘

and we have non-dimensionalized the lengths against the typical plasma length-scale /, so

width
1

oc

Further evidence from our analysis for the width of the eigenfunctions having a scalar 

law proportional to (z£i//c||)0,25 is found by considering the eigenmodes of the localized 

WKB solution. The transverse eigenmode form given by the localized solution is

cos 1 r 
~8 Jo

Trad f

Tfl \2li3 +
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Figure 3.10: A logarithmic plot of the width of the fundamental eigenfunction against the 

logarithm of sqrt(delta).

where

8 {2 m + 1)
i

21 23 4. (_s_V
r„ \2lJ

This expression allows us to hnd the approximate width of the eigenfunction. For in > 0 

the first zero of the eigenfunction is given by

sin i J -I- — 
\xiJ xq

r>\ 2"1
,.2

7T
2 '

(™ + n ) 1 -

so that

7tVS
V(2m + 1) [3 + (^)

for small x, and we can see that the position of the zero scales as 80,5.

For larger values of 8, this relation does not seem to hold, but this is not the most

interesting physical case as classical values of 8 are very small. This proportionality of the
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width of the condensations to the quarter power of /vj_/ft|| means that even for classical 

values of /cj_, where /vj_/c|| % 10“12 perpendicular length-scales can be generated which 

are of the same order as the width of the observed fine structure in prominences. Even

finer scale structure which may or may not have been observed, could be caused by modes

other then the fundamental mode being excited.

These results agree with those of Van der Linden (1992) who shows that, in general,

the width of the condensations would be expected to scale with , but that near the 

maximum of the thermal continuum, the scaling is proportional to n1/4. As the most 

unstable mode is that given by the maximum of the thermal continuum, this is the

dominant mode that we pick up. Typical prominence length scales on the surface of the

sun are

I = 104 - 105Hn,

and using the classical value

«JL — 10_12/C||

widths of about 10 — 100/cm are predicted. This predicted length scale is the same order 

of magnitude as those given by recent observations. Our results from this work and in the 

previous Chapter also agree with Van der Linden (1991) in finding that condensations set 

in where the local isobaric growth rate is a. maximum.

3.3 The time-dependent numerical code

Thermal instabilities have been studied increasingly frequently over the past few years us

ing numerical simulations. These studies have always been for nonlinear systems. Some
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recent papers include: An et al (1988), Poland and Mariska (1988), Mok et al (1990). 

Many different approaches have been used. Klimchuk, Antiochos and Mariska (1987) 

used an equilibrium code (with, d/dt = 0) to provide input to a dynamic code. Mok, 

Schnack and Van Hoven (1991) first produced a chromosphere-to-corona equilibrium us

ing the rigid wall boundary conditions, then fixed the temperature of the loop and changed

to the flow through conditions and advanced the loop in time. Two dimensional sheared-

field filament condensation simulations have been performed by Van Hoven, Sparks and 

Schnack (1987) and Sparks, Van Hoven and Schnack (1990). Sparks, Van Hoven and 

Schnack (1990) performed a numerical experiment showing the two dimensional devel

opment of the thermal instability in a sheared force-free Cartesian field. They showed

how narrow condensed regions could form with characteristic prominence densities and

temperatures.

For the numerical experiment presented in this Chapter, the system of linearized

equations is approximated using finite differences. Spatial derivatives are given by central

differences. The system is advanced explicitly in time using a Lax-Wendroff method. 

Timesteps have the stepsize AL We use a rectangular grid with stepsizes Ar and Az. 

Values of the variables are represented at each timestep by the superscript n, and the 

values in the ith cell in the a-direetion and cell in the z-direction by subscripts i and j 

respectively. For the linearized equations we have an Eulerian system so the values of the

variables within each cell can be approximated, by point values at the centre of each cell.

The perturbed variables are represented by:

Pi = P?j Pi = P?,j ^i = T% vlg = vzfy

B[x = Bx^ Blz - Bz^j ViX — vx^ (3.17)
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Figure 3.11: A typical cell at time level n. All values of the variables are given by a point

value at the centre of each cell.

where Bi = (B1;c,0, B^d) and v = (uix.,0, U.z). Equilibrium quantities are represented by 

values at the centre of each cell, and have the superscript 0 i.e.

Po = pPj Bo = Po = pPj

where Bo = (0,0, J9o) and To = 1 as we have an isothermal equilibrium.

3.3.1 Equations in component form

For our numerical discretization it is helpful if we write the system of equations in com

ponent form.

dpi
di

dBlx
di

(dB^
di

dvlx
di'

d dvlz
\PqVix) pQ -

dx d.
dvix

Bo

-^P0>2
dpi d , J 1 1 ft , ~ x
Jh! +

e2 Pq
dHBoBiX - " *

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)
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dvlz .. 1 1 0 dpi
dt " P po 2 dz

dd\ dvi,
dt = (1 - 7) dx

dTi] 11 dB0
+ p0-~ +-—

az J e2 po ox

d.

(3.22)

+ + LhiSi\ _ 2pi - ap0T1.(323')
Po T|| dz2 Po Tj_ dx2

These equations are the starting point for a discretization. For the linearized case, we 

can reduce our equations to a set of one dimensional operators, as explained in Appendix 

A, involving advection equations and sources. To solve these advection equations we

choose the Lax-Wendroff method described below.

3.3.2 Lax-Wendroff explicit method

The Lax-Wendroff method is an explicit method of second order accuracy. It may be 

used for both initial-value and initial-value boundary-value problems. Consider the linear

hyperbolic problem for one space variable

ay aw n x
(3-24)

where a is a positive constant. By Taylor’s expansion, we have

= u{Xi,tn + k) = ' +f + ip (+......

where Xi ~ ih and tn — nk, i = 0, ±1, ±2,...., n = 0,1,2,.....

The diffez^^^ntial equation (3.24) can be used to eliminate the /-derivatives, so that

tlf+1 = Cn-.-,i„ + k) = U- ka (g)” + ,PP (g+.......

and then we can replace the o'-derivatives by central difference approxim a.tions, to get the 

explicit difference equation

n+l __ n ka k2a2
u Uj--l)T 2^2 (U»+l ^Ui
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where 'W- is the difference analogue of tZ”.

This scheme is stable if the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (C.F.L.) condition is satisfied,

that is if

0 < ap < 1

where p = k/h. The local truncation error is

1,2W 1 ,2W
6 + 6 ahdX^-

The Lax-Wendroff approximation is easily extended to a set of simultaneous equations

which we may represent as

A n

az + A dx ~0

where U = [A, Ug, ...JJgP , ; and A is an N x N matrix with

real constant elements. Hence

U?+1 = U" - h>A(u?+I - <?-,) + b2A2(u”+1 - 2u? + u?_1). (3.25)

The Lax-Wendroff method can readily be extended for use with linear hyperbolic 

problems in two space variables. Firstly, rewrite equation (3.25) in terms of the Lax-

Wendroff operator L*:

<A' = r:(u?).

For a set of simultaneous equations in two space variables represented by

<9U a^U dU n 
aT + Aa7 + BaF

an explicit method of second order accuracy is given by

eg = LWL’LiWj)
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where

= u" - - u]_,) + - 2u] + u]_)

because it can easily be shown that

L’^L’Kj) = u?.-2fc(A
' 1,3 \ J / 1,7

+ 2k2 (A'□ fd2u\n
dx,>2 + (AB + BA) <92u d2n\ndxdy + B2 ( dy f /

which is the Taylor series expansion to 0(1^) accuracy.

3.3.3 Numerical diffusion

Using the central-difference approximation for spatial differentiation leads to extra oscil

latory terms that are due entirely to the central difference approximation. To illustate 

this, consider dU/dx approximated at (ih,nk) by

[U(x -b h, t) ~ U(x — h, t)]/2h

then the system of differential equations approximating

dU dU „ n
-7— -b a— —0, a > 0, 0 < x < X, t > 0.
dt dx

U(x, 0) = g(x), U(0, t) — 6(f), at the mesh points eh, i — 1,.., N along time level t is

r/V(Z) 1 . 1 . . ,
= -.-aBV(f) + fah(t)

dt
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where V(f) = [1i (f), Vy+i C O T,

' 0 1

-1 0 1

-1 0 1
of order N x N,

-1 0 1

-1 0

and hh{t) — [6(f), 0,0,—14vi-i(f)]T . I4v+i is the solution at {N + l)Zi,f and would be

known only for periodic boundary conditions. That part of the solution corresponding to

the term

-|«BV(<) is exp( —

The eigenvalues A*, of B are As = 2fcos(.S7i/V + 1), s = 1, ..,7V, and are all different. 

Hence the N eigenvectors vs of B are all linearly independent. This means that the initial 

vector g = [f!, <2, ...,<jv]r can be written as

g = EX exp(—-«AAS) v„
Zz

but Aa is complex and exp(ZT) = cos 0 fsin 0, showing that the solution V(f) contains 

oscillatory terms. In an attempt to circumvent this problem we add some second order

spatial derivative terms into our source terms, which we call “numerical diffusion”. We 

add a second order spatial derivative multiplied by the small parameter T to each equation 

that does not already have any diffusion terms. The value of , must be large enough to 

damp out the oscillatory growth rate but not so large that it affects the growth rate of 

the thermal mode. The value of , to take is mostly a. matter of trial and error, but we

can use the exact solutions in a uniform field to estimate it.
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3.3.4 Numerical Boundary conditions

We model the boundary conditions by using imaginary points. For example, suppose

that we have N cells in the ^-direction. As we have an Eulerian system, the values of the

perturbed variables in this cell can be taken as point values at the centre of the cell. Now

let there be an imaginary point rr/v+i- -

If the value of the parameter p, say, has to be zero at the boundary, which is midway

between the centres of the two cells, then we let Pn+i — ~Pn- If the derivative of p is 

required to be zero on the boundary, then we let py+i = Pn-

The initial conditions are that all the Fourier modes are present, and the code is

allowed to run long enough for the fastest growing mode to dominate.

3.3.5 Discretized equations

The full system of discretized equations is given in Appendix A.

3.3.6 Results for a uniform field

Figures (3.12) and (3.13) show typical output diagrams from our program for a uniform 

equilibrium. The growth rate of the system is calculated from the change in the total 

kinetic energy, which grows proportional to exp(2<tf). Figures (3.12) and (3.12) show 

results for a uniform equilibrium with the boundary condition 24 = 0 at z = ±/i and

x = =1/2- The exact growth rate for this system can be calculated from the dispersion 

equation (2.12). Table (3.1) shows values of the growth rate given by the code and the 

exact growth rate calculated from equation (2.12) as we vary e, keeping all the other 

parameters the same.
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e Growth rate from code Exact growth rate

0.08 1.03689 1.04260

O.OG 1.04540 1.04990

0.04 1.05232 1.05532

0.02 1.05744 1.05865

0.01 1.05881 1.05950

0.008 1.05952 1.05960

0.006 1.06032 1.05968

0.004 1.05722 1.05973

0.002 1.05599 1.05977

Table 3.1: Growth rates for a uniform held, with = 1, 2Td = 1, e — 0.04, /? = 1,7 T|| 7 rj_ 7 7 ~ 7

a = — 1, h = 2 and 12 — 2.

We can see that the code picks up the fundamental Fourier mode, which is the fastest 

growing. The growth rates obtained from the code are very accurate for small values of 

e, becoming less so as e increases, but still accurate to the second decimal place. This 

gives us confidence in the numerical code. Running the code for a uniform held where 

the growth rates of the system are known beforehand, allows us to estimate the value of 

the numerical diffusion coefficient and the best choice was found to be y « 0.3^y^. 

Figure (3.14) shows output for the same parameter values as figure (3.12) but with y = 0. 

This clearly demonstrates the oscillatory nature of the spurious growth rates introduced 

by using central differences.
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eps epar eperp
0.01000 1,00000 1.00000

growth rate history

0 1 2 3 4 5

beta alpha gamma to
1.00000 -1.00000 1.66670 1.00000

Figure 3.12: Results from the numerical code for a. uniform equilibrium and the parameter 

values Trad/'Tw = 1, Trad/T = 1, c ~ 0.01, — 1, a = -1, = 2 and I ~ 2. The left

hand graphs show the pertured temperature (dotted line) and the perturbed density m 

the planes a’ = 0 and at z = 0. The right hand graphs show how the growth rate a and 

the perturbed kinetic energy evolve in time.
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0.01000
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Figure 3.13: Results from the numerical code for a uniform equilibrium and the parameter 

values rrad/T\\ — 1, rrae//T± = 1, e = 0.01, /? = 1, ct = — 1, — 2 and l2 = 2. The left

hand graphs show the pertured magnetic field (Bz dotted line) in the planes x = 0 and 

at z = 0. The right hand graphs show vx (dotted line) and vz.
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Figure 3.14: Running the numerical code for a uniform equilibrium without numerical
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diffusion
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Figure 3.15: Trad/T\\ = 1, Trh. = 0.01, e = 0.005, /3 = 1, a- = —1, h = 2 and h — 2. 

The left hand graphs show the perturbed temperature (dotted line) and the perturbed 

density in the planes x ~ 0 and at z = 0. The right hand graphs show how the growth 

rate < and the perturbed kinetic energy evolve in time.
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Figure 3.16: Trad/T\\ — 1, Trad/T± — 0.01, e = 0.005, /5 = 1, a — —1, /i = 2 and Z2 = 2. 

The left hand graphs shows the pertured magnetic held (Bz dotted line) in the planes

x = 0 and at z = 0. The right hand graphs show vx (dotted line) and vz.
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3.3.7 Results for a non-uniform field

We have used the numerical code to investigate a non-uniform equilibrium, with the

equilibrium plasma pressure having the same form as in the previous analytic work in

this Chapter, that is,

Po = sech2(x)

and we choose an equilibrium magnetic field of the form Bq = (0,0, Bz) where

— sech.2(T)

The equilibrium plasma pressure has a maximum at x = 0 and is symmetrical about this 

axis. This is where we expect an instability to set in as it is where the isobaric growth

rate is largest.

Figures (3.15) and (3.16) show typical output diagrams from the program. The bound

ary conditions are that all perturbed quantities are zero at x = ±/2 and that

T\ = 0 at z ~ ±/j.

Figure (3.15) illustrates that the fundamental Fourier mode is the fastest growing and 

that the instabilities are localised around a* = 0. For these values of the parameters, the 

numerical code settles down to give a final growth rate c = 1.32. From the numerical 

solution of equation (3.8), we predict the growth rate to be a = 1.31. Thus, there is a

good agreement.

Looking at figures (3.15) and (3.16), we can see that the magnitude of the perturbed 

variables bears out the ordering of the variables made in our analytic work. The figures

give:

= o(io-5)
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Figure 3.17: The growth rate (sigma) against Trad/T (Eperp) from the numerical inte

gration of the energy equation (Clashed curve) and from the numerical code (solid curve), 

with TradlT^w = 1, e = 0.005, fi = 1, a = —1, h = 2 and Z2 = 2.

BlxJ3lz = 0(10-.9)

and

U] » Uj_.

So for this parameter regime, we have further evidence that the ordering of the perturbed 

variables in the analytic analysis is valid.

Figure (3.17) shows how the growth rates given by the numerical code compare with 

the growth rates given by the numerical solution of equation (3.8) as the value of the 

perpendicular conduction time-scale varies, with e 1. We can see that for this parameter 

regime, where e rrod/T||, the two approaches give very close results. We conclude that 

the growth rates of the fastest growing modes found by the numerical code are very 

accurate. We can also conclude that the ordering of the perturbed variables that we

performed in our analytic analysis and the conclusions that we drew from this analysis
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are valid for this parameter regime.

3.4 Discussion

In this Chapter we have investigated the thermal instability in a one dimensional, shear

less, isothermal, equilibrium in a Cartesian geometry. Particular attention has been paid

to the inclusion of thermal conduction perpendicular to the magnetic field, an important

effect which has often been ignored in previous work. Our investigations have involved

two approaches: an analytical approach based on an ordering of the perturbed variables

and a time dependent numerical code.

In the analytic investigation, we ordered the perturbed variables in such a way as to 

decouple the radiative mode from magnetic effects. This clearly illustrated the effects 

of the perpendicular conduction. Using the numerical code, we investigated the thermal 

instability in the linearized equations and, for the same parameter regime as the analytic 

work, we found good agreement. The growth rates of the perturbations were very similar 

and the ordering of the perturbed variables was confirmed to be valid. The growth rates of 

the condensations found by running the time-dependent code were of a very high accuracy. 

We used both methods to investigate the growth rate of the thermal instability and the 

width of the condensations transverse to the magnetic field if perpendicular conduction is 

included in the analysis, in the parameter regime e Trad/T\\, The effects of line-tying are 

incorporated by concentrating on a particular Fourier mode, the numerical code showing 

that the fundamental mode is always the fastest growing. Our main conclusions are as

follows:

• The thermal instability gives rise to condensations that are highly localized about
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the plane where the isobaric instability criterion is largest.

• The most unstable thermal mode grows almost isobarically and is decoupled from

the magneto-acoustic modes.

• The growth rate of the system is largely unaffected by including the perpendicular

conduction, the growth rate being close to the local isobaric growth rate with /cj. = 0.

• The width of the most unstable condensation is proportional to («x/«||)^ when the 

perpendicular conduction coefficient is small. This relationship does not hold for

larger values of Kj_, but these larger values are well above the classical value of

«j_. This means that perpendicular thermal conduction gives rise to length-scales

across the magnetic held lines that are of the same order as the observed fine-scale

structure in prominences. This implies that fine-structure could be a result of the

formation process and does not occur after the prominence has been formed.

• The fundamental mode is the most unstable but other modes have growth rates 

very close to that of the fundamental mode, for small values of the perpendicular

conduction coefficient

The time-dependent numerical code that advances the system of linear equations ex

plicitly in time using a Lax-Wendroff method has been shown to give extremely accurate 

predictions for the growth rate of the system. We may be interested in extending the 

code to investigate sheared equilibria or non-linear systems.
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Chapter 4

Ideal instabilities caused by a

resistive wall

In this Chapter the effect of a finitely conducting wall on the linear stability of an analyt

ical Spheromak equilibrium and of an analytical Reversed Field Pinch (RFP) equilibrium 

is investigated. It has been shown by Pfirsch and Tasso (1971) that if a plasma is stable

to a particular mode when surrounded by a perfect wall but unstable to it when the wall

is removed, then surrounding the plasma with a wall of finite conductivity cannot stabi

lize the mode. For the purposes of determining marginal stability there is no difference 

between the absence of a wall and the presence of a finitely conducting wall. But physical 

considerations mean that any mode which exists because of the presence of a finitely con

ducting wall (that is, it is not present if the wall is perfect) should grow proportionally to 

the resistivity of the wall. The “long” time consitant of the wall tw = aS/r^ is the relevant 

time scale (where the wall is situated at r = a, ry is the resistivity of the wall, and the 

wall is of thickness 6). For low resistivity the growth rates of these modes will be small
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and the modes will only be important if their growth time is shorter than the lifetime of

the plasma configuration, which would be the case for reactor like conditions and thus 

motivates this work. For slowly growing instabilities the skin-depth is much larger than

the thickness of the wall and it is appropriate to assume that the wall is a “thin-shell”. 

In Section (4.1) we introduce the concept of relaxation. This is used to derive the

equilibria the stability of which is investigated. In Section (4.2) we introduce an analytic 

equilibrium in an infinite cylinder and in Section (4.3) we go on to describe the force-free 

configuration known as a Spheromak. In Section (4.4) we discuss the boundary conditions 

at a wall of finite conductivity in the limit of the thin-shell approximation. In Section 

(4.5) we investigate the effects of surrounding an RFP equilibrium with a thin wall of 

finite conductivity; derive the growth rates of the modes; and investigate the growth rates 

of these thin-shell modes for a Spheromak equilibrium.

4.1 Relaxation theory

Taylor’s theory (Taylor, 1976) hypothesised that the relaxed state (minimum energy state) 

of a highly conducting plasma is determined by global helicity conservation. The helicity

is defined as the integral

A = / A • BdV, (4.1)

where A is the vector potential (V x A = B). The helicity K is a measure of the degree

in which field lines interlink or twist around each other. In ideal MHD, K is conserved for 

every flux tube. In a highly conducting plasma (77 small but non-zero) Taylor suggested



that the global helicity Ko of the whole volume is approximately conserved, where

Ko = f A • BdV, (4.2)
*/ V

and the integration is performed over the volume of the plasma. During relaxation the 

plasma energy decays, while the global helicity remains essentially constant. Energy 

decays much faster than helicity because of the turbulent fluctuations. For small-scale 

fluctuations energy dissipation is finite at scale lengths proportional to 7/~0,5 while helicity 

dissipation is proportional to t/0,5 at this scale (Taylor, 1986).

The relaxed state of a slightly resistive turbulent plasma is found by minimizing the 

magnetic energy, given by

V = 2 /(V x AfdV (4.3)

subject to the consitraint Kq — a consitant. For a plasma enclosed by a perfectly conducting

shell, the corresponding equilibrium satisfies

j = (4.4)

where /u is a consitant, independent of position. For a plasma enclosed by a perfectly 

conducting shell (which also means that the toroidal flux 7) is invariant), the relaxed state 

depends on the single parameter fi. Given the boundary conditions, the final equilibrium

can be predicted from Taylor’s theory independent of the means of formation of the

system,.

Taylor’s theory has been successfully applied to explain the generation of reversed

toroidal fields in Reversed Field Pinches. Experimental evidence has shown Taylor’s 

theory to give reasonable agreement with measured results in both Spheromaks (Jarboe 

et aA, 1983; Turner et al., 1984; Hart et al., 1985) and RFPs (e.g. Bodin and Newton,
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1980). Three dimensional computer simulations of the relaxation process have also given

support to Taylor’s theory (Sykes and Wesson, 1977; Sato and Kusano, 1985).

4.2 Reversed Field Pinch equilibria

In an infinite cylindrical plasma column the solution of Equation (4.4) can be written (see 

Chandrasekhar and Kendall, 1957)

B = ^B”*(r)

where the constants am,k are arbitrary and the individual magnetic field components are, 

when J > A2

jym,k

Bm.k 
0

(//) _ A2)2

-1 T/ , x mA .
t/0(2 - F)2

B™'k ~ + kz)

sin(md 4- 6z),

cos{mO + kz),

with y = r(f.i2 — k2)), or when /.l2 < K, the individual magnetic field components are

(A2 ~ jL62)2

n^ ,c_
* " (& - (2)2

Ky) +
. y .

Ti f X T Z XAmyj) + —M/) 
y

sin(m0 -f kz),

cos(m& + kz),
1

B™'k ~ Im(y)cos(mO + kz),

with y — r(A2 — T) ■

This solution satisfies Equation (4.4) and is known as the “Bessel Function Model”. 

We have not yet imposed any boundary conditions. At the plasma edge, the boundary

condition that must be satisfied for an equilibrium is £,. = 0 at r = a where r = a is the
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plasma boundary. The m = 0, A = 0 term of the above satisfies the boundary condition 

for any value of ft and has, in general, a non-zero toroidal flux. The other terms only

satisfy the boundary condition for discrete values of ft and have no toroidal flux.

There are two distinct types of solutions which satisfy Equation (4.4) and the boundary 

condition and which correspond to a given toroidal flux (written as ?>). These are:

• The m = 0, A = 0 solution, which exists for any ft, is known as the “symmetric” 

solution. The appropriate value of ft is determined by the value of the invariant 

7T/V>2.

• A “mixed” solution which consists of the m = 0, A — 0 solution, and one of the other 

terms, so the solution is in the form cvoB0,0 + am,kWl'k which exists only for fixed 

discrete values of (t and the invariant K/p2 now determines the ratio am,A;/Q'o)o- The 

mixed solution having the lowest energy is the only one of interest and it occurs for 

m = 1, ka % 1.23 and y — 3.11 (Martin and Taylor, 1974), and is known as the

“helical” soluution.

For all values of K/p2 that correspond to ft < 3.11 the “symmetric” solution has 

the lowest energy and for larger values of K/p2 the lowest energy state is the “helical” 

solution with y ~ 3.11.

4.3 The Spheromak

In fusion research to date, the Tokamak has emerged as the most feasible design for a 

magnetic fusion reactor. In the longer term, however, economic considerations are likely

to become increasingly important and a quite different reactor topology may be required.
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An ideal magnetic fusion reactor would combine the best features of Tokamaks and Mirror 

Machines, that is, closed magnetic field lines and an absence of conductors linking the 

plasma. An MHD-stable configuration that has closed toroidal flux surfaces and requires 

only poloidal-held coils would posses s both these features. The low aspect-ratio limit of

this tyyp of configuration is cade d the “Shhemmak”, the fogh asptd-ratio find d giving 

the “Stabilized-Pinch” (Rosenbluth, 1958).

The Spheromak is the simplest form of magnetic containment device, the essential 

feature of which is that no canductars link the plasma. The magnetic field geometry is 

toroidal, consisting of nested toroidal flux surfaces surrounding the magnetic axis. The 

torus hole is a single line (the geometric axis of the Spheromak). The necessity for toroidal 

field coils is eliminated as the toroidal fields are generated by internal plasma currents.

The term “Spheromak” originated in the work of Rosenbluth and Bussac (1979) and 

Bussac et al. (1979). These papers examined theoretically a class of nearly forcetfree 

toroidal equilibria, which they named a “Spheromak”. Rosenbluth and Bussac (1979) 

adopted an approach based on Taylor’s principle and noted that the axisymmetric solution 

of Equation (4.4) in spherical geometry is (see Chandrasekhar and Kendall, 1957):

B = r x Vp tf — V x (r x 
ll

(4.5)

where y are the spherical scalar eigenfunctions which satisfy

'tf^p t (J?p —■ 0, (4.6)

and are given by

A — jm(H^ (cos(9) exp(i«^). (4.7)
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Vacuum

Figure 4.1: The “Classical” Spheromak, the n — 0, m — 1 solution.

jmPfir) is the spherical Bessel function

(4.8)

Magnetic fields which satisfy Equation (4.4) are given by:

Bm = 6y"^[L77(77 4+l)P:((coS^^)^Zil^er

+ ^^7mKcostf)im(/ir) - sini^J?p(aasc)-(^-)^(rr;7l((Zi'^;)j eg

+ (sinflP^'fcos^^r) + ^^P,”(co:^(^)-)((rj((((i’^^j e]] (4.9)

where is a constant and m > m The ecpiiiilz^rium ss^outii^n givvn by n = 0, m = 1 is 

known as the ‘“^ll^^^ii^£^li’ Spheromak ecquhibri^m and ii illutS^ated in Figure (4.1) andfor 

the sake of normalization we take 6° = 1. This definition of the equilibrium implies that
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the radius of the plasma is given by the first zero of jfjt-tr), which yields (ia — 4.493.

4.4 Stability

Because relaxed states are states of minimum energy, all relaxed states are stable against

perturbations that do not change the helicity, which includes all ideal MHD perturbations.

For the Bessel Function Model of a Reversed Field Pinch, the equilibrium is stable against

all ideal MHD modes when /za < 3.11. However, it ceases to be stable at this point, as the 

axisymmetric configuration in an infinite cylinder becomes linearly unstable to a resistive 

tearing mode at the point where it ceases to be the lowest-energy state (i.e, at /za = 3.11) 

(Whiteman, 1962; Gibson and Whiteman, 1968).

Rosenbluth and Bussac (1979) studied the stability of the force-free Spheromak equi

libria described above against magnetically driven modes. The study was facilitated by 

the fact that energy minimizing perturbations continue to satisfy Equation (4.4) inside 

the plasma. The instability modes of principal interest were studied analytically by utiliz

ing the configuration of figme (4.1) and introducing non-sphericity, finite /? etc. as small 

perturbations. Internal modes and surface modes were considered.

Rosenbluth and Bussac (1979) showed that a prolate Spheromak is unstable and an 

oblate Spheromak stable to a tilt instability fn — 1), while the Spheromak is marginally 

stable to this mode when a perfect wall is placed on the plasma boundary. The Spheromak 

is stable to all other internal modes fn > 1). In the more realistic case where a vacuum 

region surrounds the plasma, new instabilities are possible. Their overall conclusion was

that oblate Spheromaks can be completely stable for a conducting shell at about 1.15

times the plasma radius. This stabilizes resistive and kink modes. Pressure driven modes
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were also investigated and a low limit on ( found. This limit on is improved in oblate

Spheromaks. Subsequent investigations into the stability properties of a Spheromak have

concentrated mainly on the tilt mode and beta limits. The stabilizing influences of an 

oblate shape and of a conducting shell have been verified experimentally. A good summary 

of theory and experiment is given by Bruhns (1986).

4.5 Instabilities caused by a resistive wall

Studies of the stability of Spheromak equilibria have usually assumed that any wall bound

ing the plasma is perfectly conducting as the resistive time-scale of the wall is longer than

the plasma lifetime. However, if Spheromaks were to become important as fusion reactors,

the resistivity of the wall would have to be conoidered.

Pfirsch and Tasso (1971) proved that an equilibrium that is unstable to MHD modes 

cannot be stabilized by introducing a finitely conducting wall. These instabilities will 

grow on a time-scale proportional to the vertical field penetration time-scale of the wall. 

Goedbloed, Pfirsch and Tasso (1972) considered the effect of placing a thin wall of finite 

conductivity (where the thickness of the resistive wall is very small relative to the radius) 

between the plasma and the superconducting wall. Pinch-like and Tokamak-like config

urations were investigated. Robinson (1975, 1977) considered the effect of a “thin-liner” 

on the stability of a Reversed Field Pinch (RFP).

Jensen and Chu (1979) sansrdered cylindrical cross-section Tokamak configurations 

surrounded by a resistive wall. They assumed that the instabilities grew on a time-scale 

long enough that inertial flows could be neglected and that the perturbed state is one of 

MHD equilibrium. This assumption is valid if the characteristic resistive time-scale of the
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wall is low and with this assumption the solution of the problem is straightforward.

Hender, Gimblett and Robinson (1986) investigated the effects of a finitely conducting

resistive wall on the MHD stability of Tokamaks and RFPs. They presented numerical

and analytical results which showed the destabilizing effects of a resistive wall on some 

MHD stable (with an ideal wall) profiles. For some Tokamak configurations they found 

modes that may explain some observed activity in Tokamak experiments. Gimblett (1986)

extended earlier research into the effects of these “thin-shell” modes in RFP equilibria to 

include the effect of bulk plasma rotation and mode rotation (plasma diamagnetism).

We follow the method of Jensen and Chu (1979) in assuming that the instabilities

grow on a time-scale long enough that inertial flows can be neglected and that the per

turbed state is one of MHD equilibrium and that energy minimizing perturbations satisfy 

Equation (4.4).

4,5.1 Electromagnetic boundary conditions at a “thin-shell”

In a wall of resistivity ?/w, the perturbed magnetic field satisfies

#Bi
= Bi-

For a thin wall situated at r = a, with thickness S where S < a this becomes

9B,
dt ~Vw dr2 '

assuming that the radial derivatives dominate and that curvature terms are negligible. 

For the general case see Aleksin and Romanov (1974) and Nalesso and Costa (1980). For 

the “thin-shell” approximation, where we treat the wall as a simple resistive layer (the 

electromagnetic skin depth Z> <S) integrating this Equation yields the thin-shell boundary
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condition

(4.10)PT = A',

where = ab/iy p is the linear growth rate of the perturbed field (Bi?.(r, t) =

and A' is the normalized jump in the logarithmic derivative of the radial field.

'<W0U*
A' = ~—

Bir dr

4.6 Growth rates for a Reversed Field Pinch

For the cylindrical force-free equilibria we restrict our attention to the “symmetric” equi

libria (pa < 3.11). If we place a “thin-shell” on the plasma boundary (at r = a), the 

perturbed magnetic fields in the r-direction inside the plasma that satisfy Equation (4.4) 

are given by:

r)m,k _ £>1,. —
-1
- fc2)2

MJ,'n(jz) + a,v;n (y)) + + aiYm(y)) sin(m9 4- kz),

with y = rpT — P)£ when p2 > P, or

pm,k _
nlr ~ k(I'M + + ^(/„.(!Z) + aOO.fj/)) siii^m.# -h kz),

(F - n2y

with y — r(k2 — /z2)2 when p2 < P.

For non-resonant perturbations, B, must be zero on the axis, so ai = 0. But if

there is a resonance within the plasma (k • B = 0), then we assume that Bir = 0 at the 

resonance, defining «i. Gimblett (1986) showed that, for resistive wall modes, if resistive 

effects are unimportant at the resonance then the calculation of the growth rate proceeds 

by assuming that Bir = 0 at the resonance and integrating from there to the wall. We 

then employ A' at the wall and ensure continuity of the radial perturbed magnetic field
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k

Figure 4.2: Growth rates of the resistive wall instability against k for m ~ 1 (upper 

curve), m=2,3,4 and m=5 (lower curve) for p — 2.3. (Resonances have been ignored for

these results.)

to find the value of the growth rate of the mode prw. An on-axis resonance occurs for 

k ~ —p/2 (for ??t = 1) and there is a resonance within. the plasma for values of k below

this value.

The perturbed magnetic fields in the r-direction in the vacuum region outside the wall 

are given in terms of modified Bessel functions and can be written as

B™'k _ am,kkK'm(kr)sm(m0 + kz~). .

Figure (4.2) shows how the growth rate varies against k for different values of the mode 

number m with a = 1 and p = 2.3. This illustrates that the m — 1 mode is always the 

most unstable mode and we shall concentrate our attention on this mode. Figure (4.3) 

shows how the growth rate of the m = 1 mode varies against k for various values of p. This 

graph shows that the mode has qualitively the same behaviour as Render, Gimblett and 

Robinson (1989) found for resistive wall modes using numerical RFP equilibria (compare
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k

Figure 4.3: Growth rates of the resistive wall instability against k for m — 1 with different 

values of /i, including resonant perturbations.

with Figure 5 in Hender, Gimblett and Robinson, 1989). An ideal wall instability exists

for non-resonant modes with both k < 0 and k > 0. Hender, Gimblett and Robinson 

(1989) classified the unstable modes into two classes, “within the axis” modes (k < 0) 

and “outside the wall” modes {k > 0). For larger values of . the external modes are 

more important and have the highest growth rates but as . decreases the internal modes 

become more important and eventually dominate. As . approaches 3.11 our analysis is 

not valid as the “symmetrical” equilibrium becomes tearing-mode unstable at this point 

and the perturbed state is no longer one of MHD equilibrium.
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4.7 Growth rates for a Spheromak

For a spherical force-free equilibrium we again restrict our attention to non-resonant 

perturbations. If we place a “thin-shell” on the plasma boundary (at r = a), the perturbed 

magnetic fields in the ?’-direction inside the plasma that satisfy Equation (4.4) are given 

by:

BT'r = (m(m + e„ (4.11)

where n > 0 and m > n, and the perturbed magnetic fields in the ?'-direction in the 

vacuum region outside the wall are given by

Blr = -(m + l)6m)'-(’n+2pi;<^™*.

Matching B\r at the wall and using the boundary condition prw = A' then gives us 

an expression for the growth rate of the thin-shell resistive wall modes

kjm—1 (/^u)
PB, (4-12)jm^a)

where pa = 4.493. At pa — 4.493, jm > 0 for m > 1, and jq = 0 so that the instability is 

stable for m > 2 and there is no solution for rn — 1. The soution found for the growth 

rate of the instability is also independent of the wave number n. This unexpected result, 

that the resistive wall mode are stable is probably because this analysis has only picked 

up the n = 0 modes, which Rosenbluth and Bussac (1979) showed to be stable to all 

modes in the absence of a conducting shell, except for a vertical displacement, which is 

marginally stable. So, for the n = 0 modes (and for these modes m > 2) there will be 

no instability caused by a conducting shell as the modes are stable in the absence of a 

conducting shell. To find the growth rates of the other modes {n > 0) another approach

is needed.
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4.8 Discussion

We have shown that a wall of finite conductivity can destabilize ideal MHD instabilities in

an analytic RFP equilibrium, which would be stable were the wall perfectly conducting. 

The calculated growth rates of these instabilities give qualitatively the same results as 

those found in Render, Gimblett and Robinson (1989) who investigated these modes using

a numerical RFP profile.

For an analytic Spheromak equilibrium in spherical geometrey our approach seems only

to pick up the n = 0 modes, which are stable in the absence of a wall, and so cannot be 

unstable in the presence of a conducting wall. A different approach is therefore required 

to investigate these modes.
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Chapter 5

Simple tests for the MHD stability

of Spheromak equilibria

A two dimensional ideal MHD equilibrium with line-tied field lines can be tested for

stability using the analysis developed by De Bruy ne and Hood ( 1989a,b) and De Bruyne 

(1990). They provided simple tests for the stability (sufficient condition) and instability 

(necessary condition) of line-tied two dimensional magnetic fields. In order to do this, 

they manipulated the energy integral for two dimensional equilibria into the form

<5VT = --X + A 
2/7-0

where J is a positive definite integral and X only involves derivatives along the equilibrium 

field lines. A sufficient condition for stability is then given by

%> 0

for all field lines. The Euler-Lagrange equations found by minimizing X can be rewritten 

as a set of ordinary differential equations in which all the derivatives are along the field

lines.
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In order to derive a necessary condition, De Bruyne (1990) chose a trial function based 

on the “ballooning approximation”. Substituting into 6W and minimizing results in a set 

of Euler-Lagrange equations in which the only derivatives present are along the magnetic

field lines. Thus, it is possible to obtain both a necessary and a sufficient condition for

stability based on the solution of simple ordinary differential equations. This analysis

is applied here to Spheromak equilibria. We begin with a short description of “gun- 

injected” Spheromaks, going on to derive ideal MHD equilibria capable of modelling their

behaviour. Then the sets of ordinary differential equations that can be used to find bounds

on stability are derived. Finally, these tests are applied to the Spheromak equilibria and

the results discussed.

5.1 Gun-injected Spheromaks

Rarely spheroidal, Spheromaks tend to be squashed, oblate shapes, often nearly cylindri

cal and usually surrounded by a conducting wall known as the “flux-conserver”. These

laboratory magnetic fields can be modeled using ideal MHD in a two dimensional cylindri

cal geometry, a short, oblate Spheromak having nearly axisymmetric cylindrical geometry.

We call a “Spheromak” any compact, nearly axisymmetric, nearly force-free equilibrium,

that is, anything that is “Spheromak-like”.

Since no current carrying coils or transformer arms limit the plasma in a Spheromak,

indirect formation means must be used. There are currently four main methods of Sphero- 

mak formation all of which involve magnetic reconnection. The final state is to a large 

degree independent of the dynamics of formation, as predicted by Taylor’s theory (Taylor,

1976).
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Figure 5.1: Gun injected formation 1: Plasma is formed between electrodes. The j x B

force accelerates the plasma, down the gun.

The most widely used method of Spheromak formation is known as “gun-injection”.

A gun injected Spheromak equilibrium consists of nested surfaces of closed field lines and 

open field lines, the latter remaining attached to the gun. The boundary conditions for 

these field lines at the gun are generally modeled by the “rigid-wall” line-tying condition.

In this Chapter, we are particularly concerned with the UMIST Spheromak, as the 

equilibria models we have used have been chosen in collaboration with Dr P. Browning 

and Mr J. Clegg. The UMIST Spheromak is a “gun-injected” Spheromak. The method 

of formation is illustrated in Figures (5.1) to (5.3). Figure (5.1) shows a coaxial plasma 

gun which feeds magnetized plasma through the annular gap between the inner and outer

electrodes. The plasma is formed between the electrodes and the Lorentz force accelerates 

the plasma down the gun. The plasma drags out the field from the solenoid (Figure 5.2). 

As an equilibrium becomes established within the flux conserver, reconnection allows
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Plasma

Flux Conserver

Figure 5.2: Gun injected formation 2: The plasma drags the magnetic field out from the 

solenoid, forming poloidal field.

the axial field lines from the gun to detach and to form the closed poloidal flux of the 

Spheromak (Figure 5.3).

The Spheromak configuration inside the flux conserver consists mainly of detached

islands of poloidal field and is more or less axisymmetric. However, for this formation 

process there are always field lines that remain connected to the gun. These are of two

types. Long, open field lines loop around the closed field, and short open field lines lie

across the mouth of the gun. These open field lines can be considered line-tied at the gun 

(or entrance region) and we can use the line-tying' boundary conditions.

There are several advantages to the magnetized gun. Not only is it relatively inexpen

sive and easy to build, but it also allows formation on time scales up to the resistive time 

scale for field dissipation and is capable of sustaining the equilibrium through helicity

injection.
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Figure 5.3: Gun injected formation 3: The magnetic field reconnects and amplifies to

form closed surfaces.

5.1.1 Cylindrically symmetric analytic equilibria

One of the uses of the MHD model is for modeling equilibria and their evolution. As a

first approximation current dissipation is often neglected and plasma flows are assumed

to be slow compared to the Alfven and sound speeds. To find a magnetostatic equilibrium 

to model the structure of interest, one needs to solve the equation of force balance, and

in principle a steady energy balance equation. The stability of this equilibrium can then

be studied.

Spheromak configurations formed inside the flux conserver of the UMIST Spheromak 

are nearly axisymmetric. We can model an equilibrium, using cylindrical polar coordinates

in two dimensions with. the azimuthal direction being the ignorable direction. Firstly, we

derive the equations that govern the equilibrium.
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Consider ideal ma.gnetohydrostatic equilibria governed by the equations

Vp = j xB,

j = —V x B,

and

V-B = 0

where p is the equilibrium plasma pressure, j the electric current density and B the mag

netic induction. Now consider the non-dimensionalized forms of these equations, where

we normalize against a typical plasma length scale /, a typical magnetic field strength Bq

and a typical plasma pressure po- The force balance equation becomes:

£Vp = V xB xB.

Note that here we have defined the plasma beta to be:

MoPo

To avoid factors of two in the equations this differs by a factor of two from the definition 

given in Chapter 1. Now we drop tlie hats.

Any axisymmetric field independent of 0 may be expressed in terms of a flux function

A, such that

19 A n 1 9 A ...
Bo = -G(A), Bz = ..... p = p{A) (5.1)r jjz r r

where p is the plasma pressure and G and p are arbitrary functions of A.

This field automatically satisfies V • B = 0 and the three components of the force

balance equation

(V xB) xB = £Vp (5.2)
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reduce to the Grad-Shafranov equation

r2V
/VA\ ~.clG 2,dp 

A—)+GdA+r0jA (5-3)

The flux function A is a useful quantity, since the projections of the held lines onto

the r-z plane are given by contours of constant A.

For the Taylor state V x B = pB, with constant p, G(A) = pA, and the Grad- 

Shafranov equation becomes

We can assume that the plasma has relaxed to a Taylor state when the plasma bound

ary is not a flux surface by invoking the concept of “relative helicity”. When the plasma

boundary is not a flux surface the global helicity of the system is not well defined and

Taylor’s theory does not necessarily hold. But if we modify the definition of helicity then 

we can still apply Taylor’s theory. Berger and Field (1984) defined a quantity known as 

the “relative helicity” of a system by imagining that the flux entering and leaving the 

system is extended outside as a vacuum field. The helicity of the system added to the

helicity of this imaginary vacuum field is now a well defined quantity. If the boundaries of 

the system are perfectly conducting then changes in the magnetic field inside the system 

do not change this hypothetical vacuum field as the normal component of the magnetic 

field on the boundary does not change.

The relative helicity IKn is invariant during relaxation and the relaxed state is found 

by minimizing the energy subject to this invariance and using the boundary condition 

that the normal component of the magnetic field on the boundary does not change again
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leads to the equation for the relaxed state:

j = (5.5)

Boundary conditions

On the magnetic axis (?' = 0) A = 0, so that the toroidal field remaains finite. On the time 

scale of an experiment no magnetic field will diffuse significantly into the flux conserver 

(Clegg et al. 1989), so we can assume that A is also zero at the flux conserver waall. For 

a cylindrical geometry we let the flux conserver wall be at r — a and z = 0, and the 

entrance region at z = L. At z ~ L A / 0 as flux is attached to the gun and A is as a 

function of r, i.e. A = F(r) on z = L.

5.1.2 Form of the flux function

The plasma pressure is an arbitrary function of the flux function A. In order to derive

analytic equilibria we let the plasma pressure p have the linear form

P — f’o + Pi A.

We can then solve Equaation (5.4) with the boundary conditions defined above, to obtain

4 - P^r2 Pia2 rJijpr) a„r cosh(Cn(z - f ))
p2 p2 aJi(/.ia) ~{anl 1 « cosli(ff^)

71=1 a2Jg(an)

71=1

r zQ'nr sinh(/<nz) /•«' zp/ A r ,anrx 7
JA-----) — F(r)Ji(-----)dra s\\i\i\l\nL) Jo a (5-6)+ E 2

where an n — 1,2,... are the zeroes of the first Bessel function Ji,

/< — _ ,,2 
a2
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(Kn may be real or imaginary) and the constants an are found by imposing the boundary 

conditions for z, which gives

2 [“{Ppr2 P^rJ^pr).....- /■'
a2Jo(an) Jq 2 2 7 / a / Ji(an — )dr.p2 pl aJi(pa) j a

(5.7)

Using the orthogonality properties of Bessel functions (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1983),

a„ becomes

2Pi « Q-n
Q'n Alp2a.JQ(cXn)

When Pi = 0 this solution for A reduces to the solution for the force-free case (see below).

5.1.3 Eigenvalues for force free equilibria

It is useful to discuss force free equilibria as this can tell us important information about

the system. Force free configurations are governed by

(VxB) xB = 0,

(i.e. p = 0) and the Grad-Shafranov equation becomes

9 /V/l\
(5.8)

If no magnetic field is allowed to thread the boundaries, B • n = 0 everywhere and the 

solution to (5.8) is an eigenvalue problem. The values of the eigenvalues pi,p2» — are 

determined by the geometry of the system.

In practice, some flux always enters and leaves the system and solutions for all values 

of p exist (see, for example, Turner, 1984; Taylor, 1986; Browning, 1988). However, the 

eigenvalues are still important, particularly the first eigenvalue pi. It has been shown 

(Jensen and Chu, 1984) that as p approaches the lowest eigenvalue pi, the system res

onates and the poloidal flux, energy and lielicity all tend to infinity. One can find solutions
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analytically which have p > /ii, but the first eigenvalue appears to be a physical barrier, 

because in order to pass through (l- in a series of quasi-static equilibria, the energy re

quired would be infinite. Also, for a given helicity, the minimum energy solution always

has / < Hi.

5.1.4 Simple boundary source

To model a source with an effective entrance region width, equal to that of the cylinder

radius, we choose

F(r) = (5.9)

on z = L, where Bi is a constant. The structure of the magnetic field lines is dependent 

on the value of p. There are two important values of h to consider. The first being where 

dA/dz = 0 at % = Z, which we call pw*n, and the second being the first eigenvalue Hi. 

f can never rise beyond the first eigenvalue and three distinct equilibrium configurations 

exist for of fi < fXi. These three regimes of beliavior are:

• Open field lines only, where fi < pmin, for the force free quilibrium, with a — 1 and 

Z = 1, Hmm = 4.14. All field lines are connected to the “gun” {z ~ L), This case is 

illustrated in Figure (5.4).

• Long open field lines connected to the “gun” surround closed field lines, where

Jmin < l- < fii- For the force free quilibrium, with a = 1 and L = 1, pi = 4.95. 

This case is illustrated in Figure (5.5).

• Only closed field lines exist, and p = pt.
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Figure 5.4: Contours of constant A (field lines projected onto the r, 2-plane), for the 

“simple” boundary condition for ft — 3.0, 7 = 5/3, /5Pq = [3Pi = 0, a = 1 and L = 1.

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Figure 5.5: Contours of constant A (field lines projected onto the r, 2-plane), for the 

“simple” boundary condition for /i = 4.7, 7 = 5/3, /3Pq = 3Pi = 0, a = 1 and L = 1.
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5.1.5 Synthesised boundary source

A more realistic way to model the source input function is to write it as a two-fold sum

f(r) = + BtrJJ—) on z = L.
a a

This tractable form ciqpn-oximates the eflect of spatially restricting the source over a

narrower radius than the cylinder. This models the real system’s radial variation between 

entrance region and the flux conserver. We can change the ratio B2/B\ to model changes 

in the effective entrance region width. With this source function we also have a flux saddle

point and this leads to short open field lines.

As fi varies, this source function gives different regimes of behavior:

• For a value of /i below a certain value say, only long open field lines exist, as

illustrated in Figure (5.6). For the force free equilibrium, with a = 1 and L = 1, 

t^min = 4.46. (For B2/Bi > 0, /imin > 4.14, for force free equilibria, /imin is always 

higher than 4.14 for B2/ Bi > 0.)

• At /z = /imin a point of inflection occurs somewhere inside the cylinder. Further

increases in ft will push a local maximum away from the source and a saddle point 

(or X-q^oint) towards the source at z = L.

• At a certain value of fi /maxi say, the saddle point reaches the boundary nt z = L.

For < /z < fimax closed field lines, long open 'field lines and short open field 

lines are present, as illustrated in Figure (5.7).

• At /z = t^max short open field lines are excluded as the X-point touches the boundary

at z = L. As (i increases further, the closed field line proportion increases until long
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open field lines are excluded at the eigenvalue jiA. Figure (5.8) shows an equilibrium

with Umax < // < Ji. For the force free quilibrium, with a = 1 and L = 1, /ii = 4.95.

Figure 5.6; Contours of constant A for the “complex” boundary condition for u — 3.0,

y = 5/3, /9Po = 0P\ — 0, B2/B\ = 9/5, a ~ 1 and L = 1.
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1.0

Figure 5.7: Contours of constant A for the “complex” boundary condition for n = 4.6 ,

7 = 5/3, /3P0 — /?Pi = 0, B2/Bj = 9/5, a — 1 and L = 1.
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Figure 5.8: Contours of constant A for the “complex” boundary condition for p = 4.9,

7 — 5/3, /?Po = PPj — 0 and B2/B2 = 9/5.
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5.2 Simple tests for MHD stability of 2D cylindrical

equilibria

The energy principle discussed in Chapter 1 offers three lines of approach for determining 

stability (Hood, 1983). Firstly, one can use trial functions in an attempt to show that 

SW < 0, which gives necessary conditions for stability. Secondly, sufficient conditions for 

stability can be obtained by peibrming a partial minimization, neglecting some positive 

terms in the energy integral. Thirdly, one can solve the full Euler-lagrange equations, 

which would give both necessary and sufficient conditions. However, the solution of the

Euler-Lagrange equations involves solving a system of three coupled partial differential

equations, a non-trivial problem.

As mentioned in the introduction, De Bruyne and Hood (1989a,b) and De Bruyne 

(1990) developed methods for two dimensional equilibria based on the first two approaches. 

To do this, they rewrote the perturbed potential energy integral in a. suitable form

SW = + J)

where J is positive definite and has all the perpendicular derivatives of the plasma dis

placement .

Firstly, ballooning modes are used as trial functions in an attempt to minimize SW, re

sulting in necessary conditions for stability (sufficient for instability). The localized modes 

are driven by the interaction of a strong outward pressure gradient and an unfavourable 

field line curvature. They tend to be highly localized about the flux surface where this in

terplay is most pronounced, so reducing the stabilizing effect of the neighbouring plasma. 

In nuclear fusion research they are often referred to as “ballooning modes” because they
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force the plasma to “balloon out” where the destabilizing curvature is strongest. Secondly,

a partial minimization of <5TF lead to sufficient conditions for stability to global modes.

The main advantage of this method is that it does not recpiire the solution of a system 

of coupled partial differential equations. Instead there are two sets of equations that con

sist of ordinary differential equations integrated along field lines. Combining these two 

approaches yields a parameter region of definite stability to localized modes, a parameter 

region of definite stability to all modes, and a parameter region in which the technique 

is unable to resolve the question of stability. We can apply these methods to axisym

metric, cylindrical Spheromak equilibria. The sets of ordinary differential equations that

determine the necessary and sufficient conditions are derived below.

5.2,1 The energy integral

We can rewrite the axisymmetric, ideal, magnetostatic equilibrium equations (5.1) and

(5.3) as

B = Bp + J5«es, B,; = VAx^ p = p(A), G = G(A), (5.10)

and

v'Cv)= (5'n)

where

=. GG"

and

z clG
( ' - CA-
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As the Jacobian

7^0

we may use A, r as independent variables instead of % (Low,1975, Hu, 1987).

For the Spheromak, the anchoring of the field lines to the plasma gun is modeled by

the “rigid-plate” conditions

( = 0 at the gun, (5.12)

i.e. all displacements vanish on the wall of the Spheromak. The perturbed potential

energy, SW, given by

SW = C J [|V x (( x B)|' + (V x B) • [£ x V x K x B)]

+ /?(OVp)(V-0 + P7P(V-0W (5.13)

where C is a constant, can then be used.

Following Hu (1987), this can be rewritten in a form suitable for manipulation (see

Appendix B):

+
rBr

(VA . VAi + JAt) + G-^- - B
d0 d0

+ 7/WXlW (5.14)

where

y = Gy

Ai - -Cp-VA,

£ = & + &

/JVA\ 72

r2Bj <9A (5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

d / J
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and

<lb = (5..1S)

Note that d/dA stands lor the derivative with respect to A while r is kept constant and 

d/dr stands for the derivative with respect to r while A is kept constant.

For equilibria with magnetic surfaces defined by constant A, it is convenient to write

the plasma displacement f in terms of the variables

So then

and

Cii

fn

= -SpCi = VjA • &

= B(ll = I

= f = X B • £ 
ABBn *'

f = fA—+fi|B + fnVAxB,

da
+ Sf + bb,ds

An 
' dn

((.19)

(5.20)

(5-21)

(5.22)

((.23)V
Aa + ,

+ V

where the derivatives are defined as

a VA
('(.24)R __

pda = —rZ
d

Os
- B-V, (5.25)

bA = VA x B-V7. ((.26)

Using transformations similar to those in De Bruyne (1992), we may rewrite the change 

in potential energy 5SU, (see Appendix C), as

SW = C(1 + J) (5.27)
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where

and

1 - /I
J52

BBJ L 

7/fy
B'2 + ''Bp

2 V / J dB,
F2 \ <> da

+ r'

2%ll
Qs

_1_
B

G

nadpn <9£2\ dB2, 
4idAB” + ~d^liA + ^in

- B]^(2^B>+^i GB) 4f (5-28)

b^mb^+bb,^ ~0P
61 + ... . 

9B^\ . 9B2

Blg

»2 + 70'P
2l3dAB” + l^) «- + 9n (5.29)

+

+

J =

B

J

1
f„ ]W.

5.2.2 Necessary conditions for stability

Consider perturbations that vary rapidly across the field and slowly along it so reducing 

the stabilizing effect of magnetic tension. Following Hood (1986), we take 2 to be of the

form

^(r, <, z) = f(r, z)cos(?7i,S), (5.30)

with

rn. > 1, (5.31)

where m is the ratio of the equilibrium length-scale to the perpendicular length-scale, and

to eliminate stable modes S is chosen such that

Bo • VS = 0, (5.32)

with oos(m26) periodic in 0. If one is only interested in the least stable mode, a simple

solution to (5.32) is

S = 0 (5.33)
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where 3 is the distance along a. field line.

Now, expanding the displacement in inverse powers of m, that is, if

£ — £0 + —-£1 4--------£2 +
m m2

we can minimize J by taking

6x0" B dJA0' (5.34)

as this eliminates the leading order, 0(m), contribution to J'.

Substituting this into the expression for and choosing £1 such that there is no 

0(1) contribution from J, one gets to, leading order, the ballooning integral

B2 it
BIr2B?

dvi
2 \2J £ J . dBp\ 1GG' drl

ds r2 \r* + ~aa') + r3B„ 9a

+dB + VA-VSdB'\ * 
as B V4 dA " da r’TB dn ) BP

SWM, = C j cn/coS3(m5')[

+ 7^P
B2 + 7/?p

+ r-
n a /VA'VS 
B„— I —Hiv I eg?

BPP ■ tdee). h-
BB2?2 .315)

where we have written the variables as

yi = Ci B‘

and

£2 = £11

The minimisation of this integral, subject to the normalizing condition

P ~ constant,
b72?’2 (5.36)

where f is a strictly positive function produces a set of two second-order Euler-Lagrange 

equations containing a Lagrange multiplier A that has the same sign as 6W (the min

imisation is outlined in Appendix D, and the Lu 1er-Lagrange equations stated). This set
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can be transformed into a system of four coupled equations that are first order, homoge

neous and ordinary, plus an auxiliary equation (see Appendix F), suitable for numerical

computation:

Bdyi
ds

dy-2
ds

dys
ds

r2B21 p

r2B2 2 
+ -^•2/5

B2 + y/3p
'yPpB'*

2/3,

-LBdPn -nBL + B1 dBl
B^bA 1 dA ' da + B dn

dp a, dp

25 2i

(5.27)

(5.28)

BB

BBri

BvAJl + Ba\~BaBv + da 

ngdPS . dB- , BvdB-
2Bab” Ba + 7Fo«.

dB- B? dB-
B ch,

2/5 2i

25 2/4,

dy^
ds
dy$
ds

= 0,

j_
” B

1 dG 
r2 dA r2B2 \ da

r2B. d /I
pda \r

(5.29)

(5.40)

(5.41)

B

P L
A

B

f

y 4 +

+

+

where

Va
VA • VS 

r2Bd
(5.42)

Equations (5.39) and (5.40) define 73 and y- respectively, while equations (5.37) and (5.38) 

represent the Euler-Lagrange equations. The auxiliary equation (5.41) needed to compute 

dS/da comes from relation (5.42) (see Appendix F).

5.2.3 Sufficient conditions for stability

We can perform a partial minimization of 6IF by neglecting its non-negative J part. We

minimize Z with respect to the variables

6i_

22 £lb

31
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and

y5 = B2f„,

subject to the same normalizing condition (5.36). This results in three second order Euler- 

Lagrange equations that are derived in Appendix E. These equations can be rearranged

into a system of six coupled first order homogeneous ordinary differential equations;

dyi
ds
dyi
ds
dys
ds

r2B2
B

1
B
-1
B

33,

B^pp , 1 f^ndp „ . dB2\ GdB2
y<i + m I 2P—Bp + -3— 12/1 + -p^-z—ys^fipB2 B2Br dA B3 ds 

d / 1 
p da \7’2

SB2\ 3/4 G (2/3 dp ~ 1 d

\ f2 1 Or M A BpVl + B (/ + 17

dp 
dA

da J 

GG'Br

(5.43)

(5.44)

3l

Bp + %) BW. + G ( 23dLBr +

dy4
ds
dy5
ds

dye
ds

= 0,

B
r2B2 ye + G

r2BBg dA
+ d (r’B’) , y,.

G SB22 
B4 Ss

'2/4.

(5.45)

(5.46)

(5.47)

(5.48)

Equations (5.45), (5.46) and (5.48) define 7/3, y and ye respectively. Equations (5.43), 

(5.44) and (5.4-7) are the three Euler-Lagrange equations.

When the field is shearless (i.e. Bg = 0) it follows from the last two equations and the 

boundary condition (5.12) that 75 = p6 = 0 and so ~ 0. The remaining equations then 

reduce to the equations (5.37) to (5.40) with y$ ~ 0. This shows that for shearless fields, 

the ballooning modes are the most unstable (see e.g. Hood, 1986).

Note that when the equilibria is force-free, the expression for X transforms to

/l ds^3”^^
2J (J dB.
»»2 1 ,.2 +

2GG' „ dr 
Br

-f r"

r* \r 

G 1 d

da ) ' 7-3 p da
2

(>-2£2) 6 ]dV. (5.49)
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The system of coupled Euler-Lagrange equations (5.43) to (5.48) reduces to

dyi
ds
dyz
ds

B

IB

-333,

+ (7 +

(5.50)

GG'B4a ,.2 y-i

Oys
ds
dy6
ds

1 G 1 d 
B r2B* r2 da 

B
r2B2 ye +

(r2B2) i/G, 

G 1 d

= 0.

(5.51)

(5.52)

(5.53)

iBB] r2 da

5.3 Application to Spheromak equi 1 ibria

5.3.1 Numerical method

To integrate the systems (5.37) to (5.41), (5.43) to (5.48) and (5.50) to (5.53) we proceed 

as follows. As the integration is along a field line on which A is fixed, for lines projected 

onto the r, z-plane we can replace the independent variable s by a polar coordinate </>, for

ds R d<f>'

where (j is the angular variable in a polar coordinate system, B, (j. The integration is 

performed along a field line from footpoint to footpoint. The boundary condition (5.12) 

requires that at z = L, y± ~ y-2 — 0 for the system (5.37) to (5.41), 71 = 72 = 75 = 0 for 

the system (5.43) to (5.48) and that yi = y$ — 0 for the system (5.50) to (5.53). The sign 

of 8W is then determined by the sign of the Lagrange multiplier A.

The most efficient way of integrating the system (5.37) to (5.41) for the Spheromak 

equilibria is as follows. Assume values for //, 7, /?, Pq, Pi, Bi, B2 and select a value for A. 

To find a value for 7/5, we first integrate equation (5.41) from 7 = 0 (where 75 = 0) to the
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boundary z ~ L. To be able to satisfy the boundary condition (5.12) at both ends of the 

open field lines the system (5.37) to (5.40) is then integrated twice from one end for two 

different sets of boundary values at this end, both having y\ = 72 = 0, simultaneously 

with equation (5.41). The normalizing constraint is chosen to be

y2 = b2b^

This results in two linearly independent solutions. Demanding that a linear combination

of these two solutions vanishes at the other end of the field line determines a value for

the Lagrange multiplier A. The stability of the field line is determined by the sign of A, 

which has the same sign as 51W.

The integration of system (5.43) to (5.48) is very similar. There is no variable for which 

the starting value has to be determined before the integration can start. This system is 

integrated three times simultaneously with boundary values y\ = 72 = 3s = 0, resulting 

in three linearly independent solutions. Again, the normalizing constraint is chosen to be

f2 = S2B2.

The value of A for which a linear combination of these vanishes at the boundary determines

the stability of the field line.

The same procedure is followed for the integration of the force-free system (5.50) to 

(5.53). It is integrated twice simultaneously, for two different sets of boundary conditions 

satisfying 71 =75 = 0. The normalizing constraint is chosen to be as above. The value

of A for which a linear combination of these vanishes at the boundary determines the

stability of the field line.

In all these procedures a Bulirsch-Stoer shooting method was used to integrate the 

equations. This embodies Richardson polynomial function extrapolation (see, e.g. Press
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et al., 1987). This technique is highly accurate and usually faster than a Runge-Kutta

scheme. The iteration process to determine a critical value for A makes use of a Van 

Wijngaarden-Dekker-Brent root-finding method (see, e.g. Press et al., 1987).

5.4 Results

We started by integrating the system (5.50) to (5.53) for the force free equilibria. For a 

given value of the ratio B2/B1, we can find a critical value of p which gives a bound on 

the definite stability of the equilibrium. For values of p less than this critical value (called 

Me*)) the equilibrium is definitely stable. For values of p larger than pcrit one or more of 

the magnetic field lines are unstable. Figure (5.9) shows how this value of pcrit changes 

as B2/B1 is varied (with a = 1 and L = 1). The “entrance region” is narrower than the 

width of the cylinder for B2/ Bi > 0.73. As B2/B1 increases from this value (the entrance 

region becomes narrower) the value of /.crit decreases. The system appears to be becoming 

less stable as the entrance region narrows, and this is probably because the length of the 

field lines increases as the entrance region narrows, and so the stabilizing effect of line- 

tying is reduced. Note that for all the values of f.ccit found, only open field lines are 

present in the equilibria. When B2/ B\ — 0, the equilibrium is no longer definitely stable 

at A 2 0.05, for y — Pcrit- The value of A at which the equilibrium is no longer definitely 

stable (i.e. alt f = ficrit — slowly decreases as B2/ Bx increases, and the equilibrium is no 

longer definitely stable for A 12 0.02 when B2/B1 = 16/5, (A varies from 0 at r = 0 and 

r = a to a maximum of 1 across the entrance region, as it has been non-dimensionalized). 

So the field lines that may become unstable when = /.t,Crrt are near to the edge of the 

equilibria, but are not themselves the outermost field lines.
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Figure 5.9: /icrit against B2/ Bi for the force free equilibria, with a — 1 and L = 1. 

Equilibria with /z < /tcrit are definitely stable.

Before integrating the system (5.43) to (5.48) to find bounds on the definite stability

of the Spheromak equilibria under investigation, we first have to choose values for the 

parameters. We let Po = 1, Pi = 1, a = [, L = 1 and /Bi = 9/5. Figure (5.10) 

demonstrates how /icrit varies as / changes, for these parameter values, as we integrate 

the system (5.43) to (5.48) along the field lines. The value of ficrit found for very small P 

agrees to three significant figures with the value found from integrating the system (5.50) 

to (5.53) for these values of the parameters. We can see from Figure (5.10) that, as /) 

increases from 0 to 0.01, ficrit initially shows a sharp increase. For these values of ficrit 

the field lines are no longer definitely stable for values of A of approximately 0.06. As P

increases further, ficrit. slowly decreases, until /? % 0.25, when ficrit begins to fall sharply. 

For this region (^ > 0.01) the outermost field lines (A % 0) are no longer definitely stable 

at /z = ficrit- So, for P < 0.25, ther is a. region of definite stability, but this region has
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Figure 5.10: (icrit against for B-/B\ ~ 9/5, with Po = 1, Pi = 1, a = 1 and P = 1. 

Equilibria with (t < (irrit are definitely stable.

values of (l below those required for closed field lines to appear in the system. (This value 

(Jmin does decrease as the plasma pressure increases, but only slowly. It falls from 4.46 at 

/? = 0 to 4.39 at /? = 1.) For /? > 0.3 the equilibria, are definitely stable only for very low 

values of (i. Again, note that for all the values of (irrit that we have found, there are no 

closed field lines present in the equilibria.. We also found that the short, open field lines 

are always definitely stable for any value of (i and 0.

Figure (5.11) illustrates how (irrit varies with 0 for three different values of B2/Bi 

(with a = l,P = l, Po — 1 and Pi = 1). The shape of all three graphs is similar, but 

they indicate that narrowing the entrance region reduces the stability of the system.

We integrated the system (5.37) to (5.41) for open field lines only, mainly because 

the boundary condition (5.12) does not apply to closed fifid d n.es (/l > 1). Figure (5,12) 

shows (icrit plotted against 0 for Bg/B\ = 9/5, u = 1, P = 1, Pq = 1 and Pi = P F01- this
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Figure 5.11: /icrrt against ft for B2/Bx = 7/5, B2/Bx = 9/5 and B2/ Bi — 11/5, with 

Po = 1, Px ~ 1, a = 1 and L = /. Equilibria with f < fieri are definitely stable.

system, values of f greater than fCdi are definitely unstable. We can see that for values 

of ft of approximately 1.8 or greater, the system is defi^nitely unstable, except for small 

values of But for ft < 1.77 we have been unable to find any unstable field lines for

any value of //. This would indicate that, for these parameter values, the open field lines 

are stable to this particular class of disturbances for all values of when ft < 0(1). At 

// = /icrtt, the field lines which become unstable have A 2 0.07, and the outer field lines 

do not become unstable first for any value of ft.

Figure (5.13) shows /Lcit against ft for three different values of B2/Bi. The results 

again indicate that narrowing the entrance region reduces the stability of the system, 

as the value of ft below which the open field lines are stable to the ballooning modes 

decreases as B2/B1 increases.
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Figure 5.12: ir against /? lor B2/Bi ~ 9/5, with Pq = 1, Pj = 1, a = 1 and P = 1. 

Equilibria with \i > p.Crii are definitely unstable.

5.5 Discussion

We have used the analysis of De Bruyne and Hood (1989a, 1989b) and De Bruyne (1990), 

who recast the perturbed potential energy equation for dimensional equilibria in the form

W = U-(I + jT)
Z/i()

where Z depends only on derivatives along the held lines and J is positive definite, to find 

sufficient and necessary conditions for the stability of cylindrically symmetric Spheromak

equilibria.

To find necessary conditions for stability, the ballooning modes of Connor, Hastie 

and Taylor (1979) are used as trial functions, these functions being particularly relevant 

to study instabilities which arise due to plasma pressure as they minimize the effect of

magnetic tension (Suydam, 1958). To find sufficient conditions for stability, the integral J 

is neglected and a minimization of Z is performed. These two approaches require only the
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Figure 5.13: f-iCrit against /9 for B-/Bi = 7/5, B2/8% = 9/5 and Bq/B-l = 11/5, with 

Po = 1, Pi = 1, a ~ 1 and L = 1. Equilibria with /i > /icwt are definitely unstable.

solution of two systems of coupled ordinary differential equatons, subject to the boundary

condition

6 = 0,

the integration being performed along field lines.

The method yields three regions in parameter space, one in which the equilibrium

is definitely stable, a second in which it is definitely unstable to localized modes and a

third in which the stability is undetermined. When we applied the method to analytic

Spheromak equilibria, this third region occupied a relatively large part of parameter space 

as illustrated in Figure (5.14). The application of the method to this particular equilibrium

was not, therfore, particularly successful, although the size of the third region may be 

reduced if the stability of closed field lines is investigated.

Nevertheless, we can still draw some conclusions from our results:
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Figure 5.14: {irrit against (3 for P2/P1 = 9/5, with. Po = 1, Pi = 1, a = 1 and L = 1, for 

both sufficient and necessary conditions.

• Short, open field lines lying across the mouth of the magnetized gun are always

stable.

• As the entrance region narrows the stability of the system decreases, probably be

cause of the increased length of the field lines, which reduces the stabilizing effect 

of the line-tied boundary.

• For small values of (3 (order (1/10) or less) there is a region of definite stability, but 

only for values of / below those needed for closed lines to appear in the equilibria.

• The equilibria are definitely unstable to localised modes for values of /? of 0(1) or 

greater, except for equilibria, with small values of
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

In Chapters 2 and 3 we studied the thermal, instability in an equilibrium including two fea

tures which exist in coronal plasmas and which may be important in any model describing 

prominence formation, that is, the finite extent of the magnetic fields and anisotropical

thermal conduction. Our investigations led us to the following conclusions:

• The inclusion of thermal conduction perpendicular to the magnetic field lines does 

not change the conclusions of Cargill and Hood (1989) concerning the thermal in

stability in line-tied Cartesian fields, namely that increasing the length of the field 

lines and increasing the magnetic shear help to stabilize the instability. However, 

we have found that introducing perpendicular thermal conduction into the analysis 

means that condensations are restricted to a narrow layer around the region where 

the local isobaric growth rate is largest.

• The thermal instability gives rise to condensations that are highly localized about 

the plane where the isobaric instability criterion is largest.
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• The most unstable thermal mode grows almost isobarically and is decoupled from

the magneto-acoustic modes.

• The growth rate of the system is largely unaffected by including the perpendicular

conduction, the growth rate being close to the local isobaric growth rate with = 0.

• The width of the condensations is proportional to (/Cjl/c||)4 when the perpendicular 

conduction coefficient is small. This relationship does not hold for larger values of

k.l, but these larger values are well above the classical value of kj_. This means that 

perpendicular thermal conduction gives rise to length-scales across the magnetic field 

lines that are of the same order as the observed fine-scale structure in prominen.ces. 

This implies that fine-structure could be a result of the formation process and does

not occur after the prominence has been formed.

• The fundamental mode is the most unstable but other modes have growth rates 

very close to that of the fundamental mode for small values of the perpendicular

conduction coefficient

The linear time-dependent numerical code we developed to study the thermal in

stability gave extremely accurate results. This code could be extended to study other 

geometries (such as cylindrical), more complicated equilibria (such as magnetic shear) or 

even a non-linear system. The accuracy of the results presented in this Thesis would give 

us confidence in the results of these further investigations.

In Chapter 4 we showed that a wall of finite conductivity can destabilize ideal MHD 

instabilities in an analytic RFP equilibrium., which, were the wall perfectly conducting, 

would be stable. The calculated growth rates of these instabilities give qualitatively the
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same results as those found by Hender, Gimblett and Robinson (1989) who investigated 

these modes using a numerical RFP profile. However, for an analytical Spheromak equi

librium, we did not find any unstable modes using our method. Further research is needed 

to investigate the nature and growth rates of modes made unstable by a conducting wall

surrounding a Spheromak. Possible, approaches might include allowing a. vacuum to exist 

between the plasma and the wall.

In Chapter 5 we applied the analysis of De Bruyne (1990), who derived easy tests for 

necessary and sufficient conditions for the linear stability of two dimensional equilibria, to 

analytic, spherically symmetric Spheromak equilibria. The size of the region of parameter

space in which stability was undetermined was fairly large, but from our results it was 

possible to arrive at the following conclusions:

• Short, open field lines, lying across the mouth of the magnetized gun, are always

stable.

• As the entrance region narrows the stability of the system decreases, probably be

cause of the increased length of the field lines, which reduces the stabilizing effect

of the line-tied boundary.

• For small values of /? (order (1/10) or less) there is a region of definite stability, but 

only for values of {l below those needed for closed lines to appear in the equilibria.

• The equilibria are definitely unstable to localised modes for values of (3 of 0(1) or 

greater, except for equilibria with small values of {.

Tighter bounds on the stability conditions may be found by investigating closed mag

netic field lines, or by using a numerical equilibrium, with a. more realistic model of the
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pressure and ft profiles within the plasma. A sufficient and necessary condition could be

found by solving the full Euler-Lagrange equations of the system bur this would be a very 

time-consuming process.
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Appendix A

Numerical scheme for the MHD

equations

One reason for writing a time-dependent numerical code to investigate thermal instabilities 

was to enable us to move on to an analysis of the non-linear problem. With this in mind, 

we chose a Lax-WendroT scheme. In this Appendix, we outline the method of solving the 

non-linear problem. This also provides the best way to explain our approach to the linear

set of differential equations.

A.l Non-linear scheme

The MHD equations with the non-adiabatic terms included in the energy equation, using 

a two dimensional Cartesian geometry (axes x and z), can be rewritten in component

form, as:

dp
dt

_d
dz o, (A.l)0 Z \+ 7^ (pu.r) +
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where

dl + dz ^BxV^

9BZ 9 ,n .
dt + 9x !'^:r'

d t . 0 / % d . .
m + m? \Pvz) + n; (w>*)dt

d , . d . . 0 / 2\
(pvj + — (pvxvz) + -— [pvz)

dt

dT d

_a
dz
d_

dx

(Bzvx),

(Bxvz),

Jdp _JL(^L
dx dx \‘)p 

+ B* dBz . z dJ3x
p dx p dz ’

_
dz dz \ 2p

+ B»dB* i-Luip 
p p p dz ’

^ + a^) + -Um) =9:

pR

dv. dvx 
&T+5?

-/FyT°' + -__ - (—0 + — Q
, X + pR ((z<2" + dz#‘

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)

Q — (/£|| + /j_)) B \ 9T „ OT'l
' B2 + / ± VT (A.7)

0

and

(A.8)P = RpT.

All the partial differential equations consist of advection terms and source terms, with

the energy equation (A.6) also having diffusion terms. For the nonlinear equations we have

a Lagrangian system. To illustrate how we can reduce the problem to one-dimensional

numerical equations, consider the continuity equation (A.l)

dp d . . 0 . .
d + dX(pl" + d{pVz} “0

This can be solved as two one-dimensional advection equations:

0p 0 . n
d+ dx{pvxi = 0

and

0p 0 z . n
d + dz {pVz} = °
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if we invoke the concept of operator splitting, which could be written as

..n+l Lxpn (2<r — x advection operator)

p”+2 _ / ■' L. ~ z advection operator)

where pn is thv vuluo of a after the ?i//l time step. This scheme is second order accurate 

in time if we carry out t^hie operations in the sequence

LxLzLzLx , ' ■

where Lx and Lz are one-dimensional Lax-Wendroff operators.

The other equations can be solved similarly. The momentum equation can be written 

as four one-dimensional equations with Lagrangian source terms

d . . <9 / 2\(a'^) + wp (z’WJaz
d d

(Z’V.r) + j; (pVxVs)

9 f , 9 , x
tfc (fvz) +

5 W +17 (a^~)
di

dp d f B^ 
dx dx \2p

Bz dBx 
a <ta ’

Bx dB, 
p dx '

dz dz \2pJ '

The induction is already in the form of an advection equation.

The energy equation can be written as two one dimensional advection equations and

one diffusion equation

OT d rr<9vx
di + dx (Tvx) = ~'7Z w

dT d dvr
dt 7 < (2» dz

OT 7 — 1 #
di a 7? dx

«») + T (QJ

(AyT“) ,

Thus, we have reduced the equations to a set of one dimensional operators.
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If we represent the x,2-plane by a rectangular grid with J cells in the z direction and

I cells in the x direction, then the problem can be split into three parts:

1. x scan. J one dimensional advection problems with sources

2. z scan. I one dimensional advection problems with sources

3. Diffusion.

For the linearized case, with Eulerian variables, the diffusion terms can be included in

the advection problems as source terms. This avoids the need to include artificial viscosity 

in the energy equation.

A.2 Linear discretized equations

This section sets out the full discretized equations of the system (3.18) to (3.23). We 

have an x-scan and a z-scan of one-dimensional advection equations with source terms. 

The equations include the numerical diffusion that we add. The equilibrium has been 

assumed to be isothermal., but a non-constant equilibrium temperature could be easily 

incorporated. We can represent the Lax-Wendroff method as a two-step process involving 

an intermediate timestep T j.

A.2.1 x-scan

In the x scan we advance the variables from the nih tirnestep to the n + 1th by a two stage

process.
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First stage

The discretized equations are

n+2
Pi, = Pi,i - ~ 2Pi.i + /'"-I,A

Bzn+PBZ',
At

1,3 4Arr 
At

vx n+2
hJ

vz,n+5
hJ

+ - 2Bzh + B^,l

= - Pi-J +
' nJ

+ ( 20; (ra?+] J _ 2%4j + vxl-, j )
= vzZ> + i^Bxiv^BA - BAi

+ £,
At

2A&2 (v*F+u - 2u< +

rpn+2 Ai
??, ~ VX^ ~ a^3 +

1 Trad

P? T
+ -J— Tr.ad ..AL.(Tn —oTa .4-rir'a \ 
+ p? t, 2A.t2^ A+^ -Aj + A-wh

Second stage

The intermediate values of the variables are now used to find the values at the time step

n -f 1 using the equations

"m
At

BziJ

~ ^'3 ^^^P^i-,VXBi,j p{i-i,jVXi~l^

+ ^2A'r2 ~ 2A'--?' + A-iqh

At
4ArrSBAA‘A - n+i

At n+ n+:+ - 2BzA + H+ Q

VXi, ®»W
st n+1 At nt-2 U+tAA( r),lA __ //.?+2.t _l -AT_fn0 rrn+2 _ n° tAi] j \Pi + ^,3 Pt-1,:i) r \Pi++,j J»+1, Pi-lj1 t-l,)
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1 1 AZ

e2 p^j 4Arr

At , n+|

4^,^£2- n+i

n+-h e2^(^ “ 2v^+5+-:x-),

VZ-j — VZ. 1 1 „ n+l AZ. _J_______Rr +2_____( fiO _ R° d
m e2 pU. l'+i,j
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rpn _
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+ Z/p>-’ + pV ■ rL 2Arr2 2-HJ H J-i-i,))-

Bs is not involved in the arscan, so

W = Bx^

A. 2*2 z-scan

The z-scan is written similarly, here going from the {n f 1)</l timestep to the {n + 2)th.

First stage

The discretized equations are

n+ ~
Ph ~ ph - p°~(vn+' „n+l ) + £;

AZ
(An+l

Bxn+ 2

*’J4Az "hip L ''i-1,3/ “r S 9^,,2 VA'+IJ

R^dt1 + .. . R? .fnT^+1 . - t,r?+1 d/LA~ ' l+U »-i.P
AZ

vxn+5
t,3

+ " 2B'^1 + Bx^
= raP‘ = - wh

At

VZ.
n+l

+ - 25s4±r + ur^),

AZ
t,3

2Az2

/n+l 1 1 -?
<7 e2 plj 2 L4A

AZ

2Az2

_(,in+1 _ nn+1 d _L n° _^l_ZTn+1 rpn+1
^\Pi+l,3 Pi-Wj) + P>.l /I A c 2J »+lJ 1 i~V,dA;

+ (v^+id “ + vC+ij),
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rpn+l n+l \ 
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+
1 Trad
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TO - 23T + TO)'

Second stage

The intermediate values of the variables are now used to find the values at the time step 

n + 2 using the equations
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BZ1!2 = BZ+1
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Appendix B

The two-dimensional energy

prmcipte

Following Hu (1987), we start by resolving (p as follows;

& = €(,+ <xp, = i±„ = -^V a, A1== -fp-VX, (B.l)

and letting

B __ V/l 
ei~s’ 62

Using the equations of two dimensional magnetostatic equilibrium (5.10) and (5.11)

we can derive each term in the integrand of equatiun (5.13) as follows

|Vx«xB)|'
e„ , G ( dir , dir\ B„dis

V/lj x----- 1—— ( ei
d0 + <22 d0 r 90r i

- (GA, - GV • i„) + ~i„ . Vr + ?B, • V^
V 'mA* 1 nt

(B.2)

V x B • [(x V x ({ x B)] = 2
7-2

& • VAi 4- Bg 90 V + r do

G'A, 2G n 6
GAi - GV ■ (p + —(p ■ Vr + r2Bp • Vr
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GGfG dA1 
~r3 QQ
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+

+

+ r 2

r 1

+

^sp , . Z- , Al $G

AK-v^g)(v.() + Jp(VV’ = 7MVf M^-v-g

/3o
Ai dp dA 
r CA ~dO (B.5)

>'VAi + -A^V •(. + AAl-V • = V . (AAi&) + IA-

- A A (-) e„- w, (B.e)

(B.7)1 Wt ^Al * A dp % JAl % i / 1 . \
A’6'fo70T - ^VdAlO = + 90 \^GG Md ’

and

3
GG'Ai& • Vr + vl,A J J £p . Vr = 0.

(B.8)

Note, that from the boundary condition (5.12), the volume integrals of the last term in 

(B.4), (B.e) and (B.7) vanish after transforming into surface integrals. Inserting (B.4) to 

(B.e) into equation (5.13) leads to

8W = cjl
1 , ,2 IV/l-V/ljB„ • V/1,12 + -....... .... . J| +

B2r2 1 p
— f ~7||p i &Up\ Bp %A 
—• 01 4- e2  1dO do „,2 dO

2
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and we also have
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r2B2
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(B.13)

1 |VA -VA, + J A,|2 + 'Add^B^^P - VA, =
r2B2 rB2 90

) - r2V • 'GB'v;
. y4jB?

The volume integral of the last term in equation (8.14) vanishes after being transformed 

into a surface integral and the two dimensional energy integral (5-14) is obtained by

substitution-
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Appendix C

An expression for 5hk

We wish to rewrite the expression, for 8W in the form X + J. Our starting point is

equation (5.14), which is

MY - C

1
+

r2B2 |B-VAi|2 + ^|A,|2 + r GV „2 Bp - V
to

B (VA-VA, + JA,) + - 
rBn r aO -B, %

'do

+ 7Ap|V-£U

with

y — r2V • JVA\ 
CB2)

J" .2 d
J " '' dA

Ai = -f„ - VA

— & + (geg

and

_ ' Bp
B« '

Note that d/dA stands for the derivative with respect to A while r is kept constant and 

d/dr stands for the derivative with respect to r while A is kept constant.
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Now we introduce the notations (see De Bruy ne, 1990)

F = B — —fada + ““'dn r*™'

=

«2 - 2B, ,a&

a3 — B 0fll
ds '

and use the transformations

_a_ (1 
dA V2 

y 2 J /J 2B

/I] — 13p(A,

1 d d J\ 1 dr d f J
Bp da \r‘J Bp da dr W ’

gg' a / 1
o2B,2 \r2 + da ) + Bp da Kr' 

-GV ■ (^60 + bp • v (7) = + «i,

V • ( = F + U3.

Noting that for an equilibrium quantity /?,

Gm _ 2 
r Ids ~ pdrF

we can rewrite the lf.i^al three terms in the hit egrand gf equ ationf 5.14-) io

r2 + ttl) + (~BpB -h 02) + iPp { +-((3) = r2a2+- a) +y/lopa2+-
(~Gui — Bpa2 + frapa-rf

B2 4- 7?0p

Now making use of the formulae

_ „ „ , „d&, L„ dp „ 9B2\ , 9B2,-Ga! - Bp«2 + 7?ojP«3 = 7//?7opS2 + I 6i +

(B 2 + o2oO2) F1 + ■Gai — Bp«2 + 7)oPa3
B2 -- O/Io/O
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and

G / J ! /
+ da GB,,

d_
da r2B.

and completing the squares in d£||/ds and d£n/ds, £PF Anally takes the form

6kK = C(% + 7),

where

1 A B2 2 P2.7 f J dB„\ 2GG' n drl
S2B2

ds^B^A- (r2+ 9oT r Bgaj

7/%P

&

and

+
B2 + jfiop

+ B
d

BB
ds B

G

dp n dB2\ dB\
2odA A + ~9T)(a + ~dn&
9/1 rfp n j_ 1 9 
2IS—B„ + -7- (i BdA 6i

2

]dV, (C.l)

d£/i , „ „ d£n 
dn

++p (B Bi 
B2 4- 7/2oP \ G

dp + dB'2
B- + 7/flOp d'/o°/i'5’’ + -Ste

J = J\b2 + -y/}oP)[Bp^ + BB.

+

+r2

1
21 + w. (C.2)
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Appendix D

The Euler-Lagrange ^uatfons for

the ballooning approximation

The leading order contribution to in the ballooning ordering gives:

ifioP
B2 4 7^oP

B,

B' dy2
ds

d (VA-VS
pds ’

This can be rearranged as

r2B2

dWbaii = C y dVco22mS[-^ 
J 1“

jPop
B2 + 7/2op

B<

2 R dm 
B”yi ds

ds

yi

= CI dVcos^mSH-^ dwb 2 r
_[ Os J

2J / J dB,
\ r»>-X + da

2GG' dr
PB,? da

yi.

9, VA-VSdB*\ yd
-dlABp+ da + r2B dn J BPj

Vi - BB2^

B2
r2B2

r<M 2

1--
---

2J / J dB,
0-2 \ 0-2

dp 1 9 
„2 da

(r2B‘ yi ID.1)

2GG' dr
da j ' r^Bp da

dB2\ y, 
B w dn J B,

. . ;? B: ,
2fSodAB'’ + ^ + ^^^ —

GJ
b r mb. p/ J

IL
bi

(D.2)

4 r

+

+ r

2 ^?/2

B

G

+

+

+

2_
B

where

P5
V/l . VS' 

r2 B2 'p
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This expression is integrated with, respect to the volume element dV, where dV = 

da dn ds. We can easily integrate in the flux surfaces (integration by dn) and across 

the flux surfaces (integration by da) if we assign Dirac Delta properties to a:

e.g. I £*da = 1 etc.
J —oo

this highlights a specific field line. We are left with a one-dimensional integral that can be

minimized using calculus of variations with respect to y± and subject to the normalizing

condition

L ~ I i-f .dV — constant
1 &pr

where f2 is a positive function (tins excludes the trivial solution £ = 0).

To minimize, let

Ki(-s) = ?/i(s) -h eij/s)

and

22(a) = 7/(a) 4- eC(a)

where

J i]]s)ds = J ({s)ds = 0

on the surface.

Then let

7(e) = J 7\.s, K5)ds,

T(e) = /ey(s,yi)ds,

and then let

F = 7(e) + AT(e),
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where, A is a Lagrange multiplier. Now

0 when e = 0
dt

will give the minimum, and /* can be written as

7* = cj [B . V(F, - c?)];
p

2J ( J dBp 
r2 da

2GG' „ dr
+ -G-„3

(K - o/)'

2A2p + air nBn
B2 + 7/J0pB2B2 [ l0(lA da B dn

7&P

B„G" GJ
Br-

iPopB2 
W + 1po‘P 
2 7^oP

Bp B- + 7£op

2

r'BB,
(5 - nr/)

„2 B?

"I 2

V5 (51 ep)'

[B • V(y2 - e<)]2 + [B . V(% - «;)]'

' dp n dB2 B2dB2 \ _
2f!0—s„ + — + B • V(U - <)(U

^■2BP
“~B '

BpG'
dA p 

GJ

ep)

B r- 1 MBB,
B . VQn - eij)(Yi - €?)• (D.3)

+

+

1

T 2

+

+

Using the identities

dt«[B-v(y,-cr)]2lc=o = 2i?B-V(oB-V(m)], 

dt (U - eirf |(=„ = -2))yi,

0
j-a [B • V(Ti - ei]l({Ki - «/)] |c=o = 7?-iB • Va, 

d
dt KK” —£)(y2 - <)] |e = 0 = -Cp! — 7/P2, 

dta [B • V(K, - «))(U - < )] f=o = -C«B • Vy, + rB • V(ap2),

dta [B -V(Y2 -eeC)5"i- <p)] l<=o = —)aB • Vp/2 + <B • V(api),

and equating the terms in r to 0 and the terms in ( to 0 we get t h e Euler-Lagran ge

equations:

T 2
B B-VpJ + B-V r2B2 „

“n^B ■ Wi b.g' -J
Bz- mbb

-1
P.

+
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and

2J
r2

J dB,

yiB • V

jPqP

jfioP

_ da
■2B,

+B1 + B —’ '. ; 0« 1 B dn

2GG' B dr 
-I- —— Br3 p da
Bp G' GJ

.2 ‘[BB

B2 + 7/3oPB2B2

Bp B2 + 79oP

2/5 B • V?/2

2i_
B2p

p/ j
dp , dB2 ( Bl dB2

2JqZ4 + Ta + B

JB2 B2 dB"
da B dn

7/?opB2

25 2

25 2i

(D.4)

B" + 7 do'P
B • Vp2 0. (D.5)

B • V 1

+

+

1

Bp B2 + 7/?o?J

= 0

B

1

+

B • V

B i +

These two equations can be rewritten as a set of four coupled first order ordinary differ

ential equations.
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Appendix E

The Euler-Lagrange equations for

minimization of T

The non-negative X-part of 5W is

1 2
= .f, B2

r2B2 L 

iPoP

a
ds 2/i

2J_ < J_ M 

r2 I 7,2 da
2GG" p dr 

’3 Bp9a
&_

Bi
29y2 1 (G dPo , 9B2\ ,dB2Blty!i\

B- -h 7A>pP 9s B\\2°°dA B" + 9a ) BG dn B j

4- r
‘-e- diMt,

Bvdsy:i BB,
"I 2

]dV, (E.l)

+ B

+

d—F

This expression is integrated with respect to the volume element dV, where dV = 

da dn ds. We can easily integrate in the flux surfaces (integration by dn) and across the 

flux surfaces (integration by da) if we assign Dirac Delta properties to a:

/oo .
da — 1 etc.

-OO

This highlights a specific field line. We are left with a one-dimensional integral that can 

be minimized using calculus of variations with respect to pi, y2 and ys subject to the

J G4



normalizing condition

L J P
2 B2B p

dV = constant

where f is a positive function (this excludes the trivial solution £ = 0).

To minimize, let

= yi(s) +

Y'lls) = y2 (s] + e((s)

and

>5(5) = 2/5(5) + e/(s),

where

J y(s)ds ~ I £(s)ds — J i/(s)ds = 0

on the surface.

Then let

mi = J f(s.y,.y i,K)dS,
L(e) = f jt^s,Yi)ds,

and then let

T = /(c)---AT(e),

where A is a Lagrange multiplier. Now

dr ,
-7— = 0 when e = 0 
oe

will give the minimum, and 7* can be written as

/* = [B . (ri _ o;]f

1G5



+

_

+

+ r

2J ( J dB,
+r2 \r2 1 Qa

7/%P
B2 + 7/3op 

lPoP
B2 + 7A71 

7poP
B2 + 7P0P

7PoP

2GG- dr 
+ r3 pda

" vl? 
B2p

J2 |B • ' - C)p + (2MB* + - B

B2p (dB'
B4 ( dn

2BP 9B2
. B dn B • (Vj - OPS - e/y)

B3

(*<> - - 4A>-/r +
dp 2 9B2
dA B„ da

b ■ (n - .opp

2 12G~-tBp+(GG\ '7 </)(%- O
d,U - 1 y dn 

dp

- c?)

B2 + 7 Op 
32r2
% [B '

H2^4^-2b2)) (5n -

B%r [B • (% - -< - (2&g + Opfa ) B • Y -

r4B2B4

Using the identities

d
de OB-BW -ei^YOo

d_
de

(Vi — epf |c=o —

}ds,

«?)

(E.2)

£
de a [B • V(y - e?)CPi - e?)] |f=o

—
[(Ti - ep)(I7 - eO) |e=o

d̂aB3.V(y1^£7)%2-C0)]|c=o

_d
de apB‘V)}a^(^C)(i-—c)/)] =^o =

2/)B- V [aB • V(?/i)],

-?7(i:

7(iB • Va,

-0JH - 72/2,

-£aB •VT/i. + 7/B • V(c?/2),

-paB - V7y2 + (B •

and equating the terms in ?, ( and u to 0 we get the Euler-Lagrange equations:

B • V
r2B‘2p

B • Vpi +

+

+

2J ( J dB,
yr2

\V

+ 6 a 

1

+ 2GG" p dr 
~ pda

IL
B2p

9A dp n a dB\ 2pojAB”+~da:) yi

° 7pd7’B‘))B- V»

B2 + -/fop B2B2 
J

B2B«
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+ jPoP 1 1 dB^ (9fy ^P_R , „+ B2 + p/30p Bp B3 dn y^dA^* da 175

G2
r2B2B}

2ft+ 1A (M
dA' r2 da yi = 0, (E.3)

B • V ( p2oP 1 
\B2 + 7/)oP By ‘2f>odA Bv +

dB2
dd

and

/r2#?
B • V (-^B ■ V»«

7?oP B„ dB2 
B2 + 7doP B dn

B -Vp2 +

c2oP Bp f dB2 
B2 + pydp B‘ I dn ?l£

B V( 7doP BpdB2 _
IB2 + jfhip B dn 25 ’

B • V <7 fn zj C^P n 1 & ( 2nr
Vi I WotA + 77-77 (r B‘B2B.t clA r2 da

p/3oP 1 dB2 / dp 2 , dB2'
B2 + ifopB* dn \^°dABp + da 12/1

0.

(E.4)

+

(E.5)

These three equations can be rewritten as a set of six coupled first order ordinary differ

ential equations.
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Appendix F

Derivation of the auxiliary equation

We start of with the tran.sforma.tion

= VS x e<?

V/l-VS„ . e0 , Bp-VS_ e0

iw
V/l • VS 

r2B}

V/l x-----j- £2 Bp X y

where S is defined by Equation (5.33). We take the divergence of the above to give

vw*(^)=o = v.(^bXv

So,

Bp-V
V/i • VS’ 

>'2B2

V x 5

p r*B} X

p p

since V • Bp = 0 and B • VS = 0 = G/r2 + Bp • VS. Therefore

VA - VS 
r2B$

B - V W-v.f—V —-v(W_b ,.2^2 [ ,2 j ,.2 V I r2B2 ’

i.e.

B ■ V
’V/l-VS' 1 dG G+7’2 i/l

j---- i_ 2
2B? b'2 T da

r2B — f— 
pda "
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Use of the definitions

= B • V

and

V/l • VS
r2 B2

then results in the desired equation.
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